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C h a p t e r 1 
G E N E R A L I N T R O D U C T I O N 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the most basic human capabilities is the act 
of expressing the thoughts generated in the minds of human 
beings. To communicate ideas and thoughts, the primary and the 
best way of communication is SPEECH. 
The thoughts are generated in the forms of neural 
signals in the mind of human beings, who translate these signals 
into longitudinal vibrations (acoucstic waves ) through their 
unique possession, the vocal apparatus. These signals are 
detected by the ears of the listener and are invested to the 
brain for understanding. That is the simple mechanism of the 
exchange of ideas and thoughts. 
Speech as a mode and means of communication is far 
ahead of even the advanced high technology media communication 
developed todate. The need of speech as means of communication 
can best be appreciated by those who can not speak at all and by 
those who have problem in the communication with others. 
To extend the man's capabilities and to increase the 
productivity of human beings, utilization of speech for 
communication between man and machine has been a significant 
requisite and the main motivation factor for developing speech 
interactive systems. The basic mechanism of speech communication 
with machine is to functionally duplicate the behaviour of human 
communication link , i.e, the mechanism of speaking and that of 
understanding. 
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In order to communicate with machine the mechanisms of 
speech production and that of speech perception - comprehension 
are done by means of three main activities. 
1. Speech Recognition : Understanding of spoken 
words. 
2. Speech Synthesis : Text to speech 
conversion 
3. Speaker Identification : other advantages 
/verification 
The aim of the above activities is to develop a machine which can 
recognize the speaker, understand his message and give a suitable 
reply in voice mode by means of synthesized speech. 
For the development of above type of systems, Speech 
recognition and speech synthesis are the two main steps which 
also make Man-Machine communication easy. In order to achieve 
success in speech recognition and synthesis, it is necessary to 
understand the nature of human speech production and analysis of 
the speech wave. 
As far as speech recognition is concerned all the speech 
recognition systems could be classified into two categories, 
(i) Isolated Word Recognition System <IWRS). 
(ii) Continuous Speech understanding system. 
The vowel recognition and digit recognition ,which falls under 
category (i),have been made in 1950's. In the last 5 years, 
many Isolated word recognition system with small vocabulary have 
been commercialised. Attempted arm being made these systems for 
larger vocabulary and reliable at resonable cost. For speech 
understanding systems,however the research is still in the 
preliminary stages and a concerted effort is desired. These 
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systems should comprehend the meaning associated with the speech 
signal even i-f they are not able to correctly recognize the 
phonemes or words present in the signal. Excellent overview about 
the advancement o-f entire speech recognition field, speech 
understanding and Isolted word recognition system has been 
given by Reddy(1),Martin<2), and Schroeder(3). 
Moreover, synthesized voice as output o-f computers is 
an advance step o-f Man-Machine communication. On the basis o-f the 
relations and characteristics of speech, the models of speech 
production can be simulated on a computer. Such systems have been 
initially implemented at Bell Laboratory and are being developed 
in some laboratories in India too. 
The researchers are giving more emphasis on automatic 
speech recognition system for continuous speech understanding. So 
far machine is unable to segment a complex speech signal and 
unable to understand the uttered speech into a isolated word from 
a continuous speech. As a result the accuracy of the speech 
recognition becomes poor. Second major problem is due to large 
vocabulary of the system by which the speech matching becomes 
much expensive. Thereby rendering the efficiency of the system 
becomes poor. 
Besides, a lot of other genuine problems are making the 
task of speech recognition difficult ,e.g., language of communi-
cation, Knowledge of syntax, speaker and environment of message. 
The non-availablity of contextual informations is the 
one of the main reasons of these problems. To solve these problems 
,it is necessary to find out the basic reason. When a man 
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recognizes normal speech, we discover that a high degree of 
intelligence is involved because of the need to use contextual 
informations. It is obvious that speech has many complex sounds, 
to analyse these sounds the use of contextual information is 
essential. If we supply contextual informations about the sounds 
the man would be able to recognize it quickly.lt follows 
therefore that for recognition higher sources of knowledge are 
needed. The various type of knowledge sources which are required 
to operate at various levels could be listed as 
i. The characteristics of speech sounds. 
ii. Variability in pronounciation 
i i i. Stress patterns 
iv. Sound patterns of words and dictionary (Lexicon) 
V. Grammatical structure of language 
vi. Meaning of words and -sentences 
vii. Context of conversation 
It is obvious that only after introducing these sources 
of knowledge we will be able to recognize more correctly the phonemef 
syllables and words of the language in continuous speech. 
Chapter 2 
Statistical Analysis o-f Hindi Text Characters 
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AIM OF THE STUDY 
The automatic speech recognition using only acoustic cues 
have not been successful so -far. The reason is that the acoustic 
charactersitics of phoneme varies with the preceding and the 
following sounds. The speaker produces sounds whose acoustic 
characterstics depends upon a variety of factors ,viz., 
individual articulatory charactersitics which depend upon several 
different features, phonetic environments of the sound produced, 
dialectal variation etc. 
A listener makes a rough estimate of the phoneme being 
received and keeps on correcting the complexities by making use 
of the higher sources of knowledge of the language. A machine may 
therefore, be expected to take account the same sources of 
knowledge during the process of recognition. 
Such type of systems which are dependent on language 
would require knowledge of the statistical information , 
syntax,grammar etc. of the language. The statistical studies of 
Hindi have been usually done manually and have poor statistics . 
The present study attempts at enriching the statistics by dealing 
with a large volume of data derived from different representative 




Statistical information about different languages of the 
world is being updated continuously. Whitney W.D.(4) in 
proportional Elements of English Utterence " proceedings of the 
American Philological Association (July 1874) tabulated the 
frequency of occurrence of 10,000 sounds taken from 10 samples 
(5 poetry and 5 prose ) from ten different periods. 
The word count was given by R.C.Eldridge(5) in ' six 
thousand common English words' (Niagara Falls 1911) to determine 
whether or not it would be suitable for use as the basis for some 
investigations . Eldridge has a method of entry ,e.g.,like 
act,acts,acting. This study also presented the frequency of each 
word. 
Edward Thorndike(6) published the work for word 
counting in "The Teachers word Book, New york 1921" and 'A 
Teachers word book of the 20,000 words' which were found most 
frequently and widely in general reading for children and young 
people (1944). He extended their study as a co-author for ' A 
semantic Count of English Words' (New York teachers Coulumbia 
University,1938). 
Godfrey Dewey(7), in the relative frequency of English 
speech sounds: Cambridge Masssachusetts (1923 ) made a study of 
the frequency of occurrence of the sounds syllables found in 
100,000 words taken from news paper, modern fiction, modern 
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American's speeches, personnal and bussiness correspondence, 
modern and advertising religious works, scientific publication 
and magazines. He transcribed these words according to the 
pronounciation given for them in "The standard dictionary " (Funk 
and WagnalIs). 
Ernest Horn(8)Professor of Education at the university 
of Iowa was interested in spelling rather than in reading 
vocabulary. He collected material by himself for in reading 
vocabulary for several years and also included material of previous 
studies for his work . His result was based on a count of 
5,136,816 running words. 
'Interim Report on Vocabulary selection(9) published 
by the institute for Research in English Teaching (Tokyo 1930)' 
gave emphasis on important words count 
The frequency of occurrence of speech sounds in a list 
of 80,000 words obtained from telephone conversation was 
determined by N.R.French,C.W.Carter and Walter Koeing Jr(10) 
in a monagraph of Bell Telephone System technical publications, 
(1930). The pronounciation of these 80,000 words had as its 
standard the pronounciation of the educated person in New York. 
Variant pronounciation of about forty common words was recorded. 
However the / a/ and /an/ were omitted from the analysis on 
account of their variants. 
L.E.Travis, (11) Phonetically recorded the frequency 
of occurrence of speech sounds in conversations with university 
adults, labourers and children in 1931. He included only the data 
for the consonants in his tabulation and gave almost no details 
concerning procedural matters in the study. 
To study the oral vocabulary of adults Black and 
Aushernam(12) presented a 'Teacher's words book of the twenty 
thousand words', New York(1932). They collected speech materials 
for samples from worker's speech which consist of 3000 workers 
(men and women) in 1500 different days. 
A count of 660,594 sounds of 5946 radio announcements 
was made by Charls H.Voelker(13), ("Techniques for a phonetic 
frequency distribution count in formal American Speech", archives 
Neerladaises de Phonetique Experimental ,1935). Phonographic 
recordings were made of the radio anouncements and were later 
transcribed phonetically by teams of "Observers" . Voelker felt 
that the announcers might be "considered as approaching the norm 
for typical American pronounciation. He states further more that 
"they had no suspicion that their voices were being recorded and 
so would not be tempted to alter their ordinary pronounciation. 
The frequencies of the phoneme in general American 
English were determined by Rebecca E Hyden (14)("The realative 
frequencies phoneme in general-American English" ,Word VI, 1950)) 
Mrs Hayden's study was based on 65,122 phoneme taken from 
lectures by 6 members of the university of California 
administration and faculty. Her study is the first analysis of the 
phonemes of American English to be made with a quantitative 
statistical approach. 
The frequency of occuerrence of 20,028 phonemes in an 
idolect of a general Eastern U.S. variety were tabulated by John 
B. Carroll(15), ("Transitional probablities of English phonemes " 
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March 1952). The phonenticizer, Frederick Agard, transcribed his 
own spoken version o-f selection read -from eleven different plays. 
The system of phonemic notation used was that of Trager and 
Smith. Two degree of stress and the presence of junction of any 
of the four types were recorded. 
John W. Black and Marian Aushrenam's study(16) has 
a formed speaking vocabulary of young men of college age which 
specify the over all vocabulary of a group of 274 students in 
607 class room speeches. 
F.J.Schonell I.G. Meddlelton, B.A. Shaw<17), et 
al. showed a study of the oral vocabulary of adults (Brisbane 
University of Queensland Press 1956) . 
Four samples from modern English prose were transcribed 
phonetically by Murray Fowler<18) in " Herdan's statistical 
parameters and the frequrncy of English phonemes" in 1957). The 
frequencies of occurrence of the phonemes in group of 1000 were 
tabulated for three of the samples. All four samples contained 
15,445 phonemes. 
Certain amount- of information about language 
statistics is of course, available in the literature given by 
Wang and Crowford (19) in 1960. Mostly these surveys consists the 
phoneme and words frequencies counts, although very limited 
information about phoneme DIGRAM is given in some of them. 
Denes P.B.(20) from Bell Telephone laboratory in 
1963 obtained a variety of statistical information for spoken 
English. The data were the results of analysis a considerable 
body of conversational material and narratives from "phonetic 
readers ". The material collected is of spoken English language 
and not a written script. Denes consideration is basically for 
three different statistics, i.e, the frequency distributions of 
(i) Phonemes , (ii) Phoneme DIGRAMS and (lii) Minimal pairs and 
<iv) about the word length. 'Stress' was taken into consideration 
and statistical information was obtained separately for the 
stressed and unstressed syllables. The text for such study 
consisted of 72210 phonemes forming 29916 syllables and 23052 
words. All results were evaluated from the articulatory point of 
view and analyses were carried out by using a digital computer. 
Reddy D.R and Neelay R.B.(21) made some efforts in 
this regard in 1968. The study presents some needed contextual 
and probabi1isties data about TRIGRAM phonemes sequences of 
spoken English. The main goal of Reddy"s study is to provide data 
about frequently occurring neighbours for each phoneme in 
English. They stressed that there will only be a few distinctly 
different acoustic manifestations of each phoneme and that the 
sound intended can be determined in the context of the 
neighbouring sounds. To study such 403 TRIGRAM sequences 3 types 
of tables have been given. 
<a) Commonly occurring TRIGRAM sequences of the form / (><.|j// for 
every phoneme /(!>/. 
(b) Commonly occurring sequences for even pairs of phoneme /K^/ 
and /«^ . 
(c) Commonly occurring word boundary sequences of the form/ ""•^ b/ 
for even pairs of phoneme /*Q|>-/ where /-/ represent the silence 
phoneme. 
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The material selected in Reddy and Neeley's study -for the 
analysis was from "A spot'en word count " by Jones and UJepman 
(27) (1966) out o-f a total number of 136,450 words by 54 speakers 
they give a list of about 3,100 words that were used by two 
spea^'er. The data were analysed on a PDP-10 computer with a 128k 
memory. 
One easily word counter , Rev. J.Knowles, the London 
(1904) points system of reading for the blind . He counted 
100,000 words felt fit to publish only the 353 most common words. 
Moreover works on Swedish language 01of Werling 
Melin's(22) two word counts published in stenographiens 
historia, 2 (1921). They cover 10000 
running words and give for instance, the frequencies of 100 most 
common words. 
Teachers word book of 30,000 words (1944) by Edwand 
L. Thorndike and Irving Lorgl(23) regarding word frequency inves-
tigation for Swedish language was followed by the two recent 
works : Frequency dictionary of Spanish words (1964) by Alphones 
Juilland and E. change Rodriquez and computational analysis of 
present day American English (1967) by Henery Kucera and W Nelson 
Francis. 
Besides these study some information on frequencies in 
spoken and written Swedish is also given in a paper by Gunnar 
Fant(24) (1967). His investigation covers a 22000 running words 
from news papers articles and 63000 running words from telephone 
conversation . 
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Some attempts also taken by Sweska, Dagbladet, 
Stockholms-Tidningen, Dagens Nyhets, Goteborgs hardels-
Ochsjofants-tiding and Sydsvenska, Dagbladdet sullposta for 
Swedish lanuage. In 1965 during five periods of fourteen days. 
They collected the texts -from telegrams, from news 
agencies,advertisements,1etters, from readers, anonymous 
contributions, sport articles by non swidish author. 
P.G.Widegren (25) covers a material of 53000(3 running 
words taken from the permanently records and Text . 
Tripathi J.N.(26) in his study(1971) presented the 
probability of occurrence of Hindi text characters. He showed 
that Hindi is less redundant than English on the basis of his 
analysis. Moreover, he found that computation of 
probabilties of occurrance of Hindi character is more complicated 
than English due to presence of half letters and matras. He 
omitted some symbol of Devanagri to make it a telegraphic lan-
guage . He was of the opinion that the symbols which were with 
small frequency of occurrance may not be included for the 
language. He suggested that 7 vowels, 9 matras and 27 consonants 
3.re sufficient for frequent transmission of Devanagri. For his 
work, he took study material consisting 10000 phonemes collected 
from different sources like weekly magazines . 
SPEECH MATERIAL (DATA) 
It is desirable to take samples of spoken language of 
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native speakers -for the statistical studies o-f language 
However records of radio announcer, telephone conversation and 
printed texts, etc. had been used by authors due to lots o-f 
difficulties in recording spoken samples. 
One of the problem with spoken language is that there 
will be perceptual errors in phonetic transcription and listener 
will try to write what is expected rather than what is spoken. 
Although Hindi language has no silent consonants and written 
exactly as spoken and there is no need of pronouncing dictionary 
as required for English and other languages. 
In some studies telephone conversation is taken as a 
representative of spoken language (French (11) etc.). In Indian 
context telephone conversation does not make a common language 
for several reason. Firstly telephones are owned by affluent 
class only. Secondly most of the people are multilingual so they 
frequently use words from English, Punjabi,Urdu etc in their 
conversation. Thirdly there are legal problems to record the 
telephone conversations as the right of privacy of 
conversations can not be violated. 
In studies of French,Carter and Coeinig,Fry Walker( ), 
Wang and Crowford ( ),W.D.Whitney (4) for American English, 
Edward (-^> , Hasslen-Goransson for Swidish language, J.N.Tripathi 
( 2.^ ) for Hindi have considered the written material as a corpus 
of statistical studies. 
The following criteria are suggested by A.Hood Roberts 
for a statistical lingustics analysis of American English. 
1. Actual frequency of occurrence of all words should be shown in 
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list. 
2. The word count should be on a larg number of running words. 
3. Samples should be based upon every day English. 
4. The word count should be based on samples of living English 
and not of historical litrature. 
5. The word should be the unit of entry rather than proper names 
other than the names of the months and days should not be entered 
in the tabulation. 
6.The word count should record abbriviation also. 
We made choice of printed materials as the corpus of 
the statistical study. To make our corpus near to spo^en everyday 
Hindi, our corpus contains materials from local, regional and 
national daily news papers and their letters to editor column, 
childrens book, social ?/ film stories and other popular magazine 
articles, comics etc. The material was collected randomly 
from different pages of the above litrature. The data of 
different dates of a few lines from all column of randomly 
selected news paper's page were taken as to cover a wider range 
of subjects. As the news paper's language is an edited one it 
may have bias of the Editor. Hence Beside taking different news 
of local, regional and national level newspapers we also 
included letter to editor column of newspapers . Of course, 
letter to editor column is also edited in some manner but it 
largely contains words used by people. As films are very popular 
with masses in India we have taken material from film magazine 
which also included samples of transcripts of film story .Some 
collection from comics and children's books are taken because it 
uses vocabulary of children and is also read by them. Some 
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studies were per + ormed by using materials of o-f-ficial 
correspondence. Qne can also include private letters for carpus 
to make it general but it is difficult to do the same in a smooth 
way. 
The final form of our corpus contains 51000 phoneme 
forming 12000 words from different sources which is much more 
than Tripathi's number of phoneme 10000 .The sources of samples 
are given in Appendix- A. 
CODING CRITERIA 
Devanagri computer terminals have been in the market of 
late. We have, however, used the general (English) computer 
keyboard because we do not have one and mainly because we want to 
use the algorithim developed for Hindi for other Indian 
languages too.It is required to develop a code (special notation) 
to input phonetic symbols of Hindi into the computer. We used a 
code proposed by Vijay Krishna et. al. (31)for presenting Hindi 
characters to a computer (see Table i 8< ii). The criteria for 
selecting this code were the ease of coding and decoding. It is a 
variable length code of one to three keyboard characters. A 
further criterion was to keep the code as close as possible to 
the Roman orthographic rules. The short vowel-matras were 
repesented by A,I,U,0_ _ _ etc. Their long vowel matras were 
formed by adding an astersik as a suffix ,e.g.,A*,I*,_ _ _ _ etc. 
The vowel as letters in Hindi text were derived by putting 
prefix 'F' to corresponding vowel matras ""FA-, 'FA*', _ _ _etc. 
For the aspiration of stops we used an asterisk instead of using 
2n 
CO-^ f?" For VO ol LET^-^^S an'"" M'-TRAS 
LETTER CCDE ^'ATRA CODE 
3T FA - ;-X 
3(r PA* r A* 
§• ? I f I 
^ FI* 1" 
^ 
3rf ?0 iT? 
y^ ?o* f 
T 3 ^ : 1 G - I 
I * 
3" FU -. U 
5 FU* - U* 
V FE — E 
F E * - E* 
0 
3^  FIT* — 7 * 
3f: F : 
M* 

























































































































Table - XI 
GAJARA*J HA*T*I* FAPRNE F E K A L O * T E 
BEXE RA*JU* KO BAHUT PYA*R K A R A T A * T * A * 
PA*LIKA* G*OQIT KIPE JA*NE KE 
PAS*CA*T B * I * NAGARI*Y SAMASYA*FO KB 
PRATI PUPBZ*A* 
LAR*AKIYO KE P * A * F I N A L M E V * MI * T A * 
SINHA* NB JYOTI MEHATA* KO CA*R GEMCT/* 
ILLUSTRATION OP CODING 
T a b l e - I I I 
character H as in usual Roman transcription. The hal-f Consonants 
were not alloted separate symbols. Instead they were represented 
as -full consonants and their status could, however, be deduced 
during the processing of the coded data. Some of the frequently 
occurring compound sounds were given separate symbols for 
simplicity in coding. 
No efforts have been made to have this Romanization code 
for purpose of converting it to Hindi script. An illustration of 
the coding is given in Table III. 
COMPUTATION OF PHONEME FREQUENCIES 
Our work to get a statistics of frequency counts of 
phonemes by computer processing of the coded text is the part of 
the goal. After coding the whole corpus, the coded data was 
stored in a file with 80 bytes for each record. 
A computer program for frequency counts of characters, 
has been made. The flow diagram of the computer program is shown 
in Fig. 1. 
Program (see Appendix-B) description is like this that 
the character '*' in column 1 of the record indicated a comment 
record. These records were not processed. The end of data file 
marked by character •"?<' in column 1. The data file was read one 
record at a t^me. The code, was segmented into four valid lists, 
the first valid list had characters of the type F#*, where # was 
any allowed alphabetic character. The second list was of the type 
F#, . The third list had single characters #*, The occurrence is 
determined through comparison with valid characters. If the 
characters was not -from a valid list of characters it was an 
error. The error was marked by printing character •"+••' directly 
under valid code character on the outform, record after the 
record; for example, if we write FF* instead of F* in our data, 
we get a positive sign over the FF*. It means the data is not 
from a valid list. The samples of the work is given in Appendix 
C. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The Hindi characters in Devanagri orthographic 
representation, English key board code, and their probability of 
occurrence according to our processing are presented in Table 
(iv) and (v) (see Appendix- D also). 
Table (iv) shows the Devanagri vowel letters and matras 
with the probability of their occurrence. Table (v) shows the 
Devanagri consonants and the probability of occurrence. 
Results shows that Sf; (F:) found zero probability and 
3T(FA) has a maximum probability of occurrence (Table iv) among 
vowel letters of Devanagri. Matra A(-) has a maximum probability 
of occurrence . It is to be noted that this matras that occurred 
at the end of syllable have not been included in coding. Matra (-
: ) : has a minimum probability of occurrence. Moreover A*(T) matra 
is second frequent matra present in our data. 
Regarding consonants of Devanagri it is concluded that 
the consonants ^(K) and consonant 5'«(:*) are most and least 
probable .The minimum frequency of occurrence is also made by 
consonant VT (Y*) on the same level as 'S"i'(:*) .The compound 
sounds like5n(FH*), W(Q*) , ^ (Z*> have very small frequency of 
Fr,(K'! Ch'AHT FUR P(,n'.E'iK r i . t >Tb OP HTNUl i'KXT CriARACTfc:f<S 
k'age l 
C 5TAKT ) 
IREAD DATA I 
I HECUHD 1 
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/ \ \ h 
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I U < - « J + 1 I 
I T 
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7F 
V 
( C H ( J ) A ' P ' ) - F . 
CCH(J+2) A • * ' ) - F -
"""""T'*T 
C CH(J + U I F ) \ — F - ~ 
LIST - 1 / 
I T "" V 
Uf.CH PHOMEMECP) RKCQRUI V 
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•>l ANY ERROR 
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FU C J ) 
Fu*0;) 


















A (- ) 
A*( r) 
I (f) 
i * ( = r ) 
u (-) 
u*(- ) 
B (- ) 
E*(- ) 

















T a b l e - IV 


















































































S * (31) 
PH* «T) 
Q * t?) 




















Table - V 
C o m p a r i s o n of Rank o r d e r of F r e q u e n c y of occur '^nce 
of c o n s o n a n t s i n v a r i o u s s t u d i e s . 
(Most f r e q u e n t ) 
PRESENT STUDY R a m a ^ r i s h a n a n * s 
K (5) K (ijf) 
R (r) R cr) 
N (^) H (?) 
s (JT) N (^) 
H %) s (?r) 
M (IT) T ^ ) 
L (pf) M (j|) 
T ^ ) L ^ ) 
Y di) P (q-) 
p (^) Y dr) 
G (IT) B » ) 






















T a b l e - VI 












1 t ' l -^y 
F \ 
PU 
? A * 
F ^ 
? I 
F O * 
FY* 
? 0 
F E * 
PTJ* 
F : 
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Tabln - VI I (b) 
Gompnrison of Rank or''"'''r of fr-^rrnency of 
















( I * ) 






















r l o a t h i 
(A*) 
(s) 
( I * ) 








( : ) 
*Trlr>atbi i s not consir^er ina Mritra (A) 
Table - VII (a) 
Comparison of Rgnk order of freqnecy of occurance 
of consonants in various sturlies itdUUttnvittab CBiaiOiUi) 
(Least frequent) 
Pre?pnt study Rainakrishna Trinathi 
H H IT 
? ? q 
^ ^ q 
m or q; 
? F ? 
Table - VIII 
occurrence . 
On a comparison of probability of occurrence of our 
study and with other study in Hindi we found that our frequently 
occurring characters are same as obtained by J.N.Tripathi and 
B.S.Ramakrishna although the rank orders Are slightly different. 
Tripathi J.N. showed a seperate list of frequency of occurrence 
of half letters like of , .<;?s j -^JT• But we have not distinguished 
between half letters and a full letter consonants. so that the 
study of half letter had not been considered by us separetely. 
A comparitive study of most frequent vowels, matras and 
consonants with Tripathi, J.N. and Ramakrishna, B.S. shown in the 
Table vi . On comparison we found that <^(K) is declared as a 
most frequent consonant and "31 <G) , cr(V), «r(B) are are other most 
frequent consonants in varying order in theses studies. 
A comparitive study also made about least frequent 
consonants shown in Table (viii) . According to this table conso-
nent "S X*<3) , X* (3) and R*(5) are less frequent. A comparison 
of vowel matras and vowel letters can be seen in Table (vii) . On 
comparison it is to be noted that Tripathi did not considered the 
(-) matra. Almost the frequency of occurrence are same with us. 
DIGRAM OF PHONEME 
DIGRAM is defined as the probability of occurrence of 
other phonemes with respect to a given phoneme . It is well known 
that the variants of a phoneme are primarily dependent on the 
contexts in which the phoneme appears. This section presents the 
data relevent to such phonemic contexts. 




the probability of DIGRAM sequences. These are given in Table 
XII, XIII and XIV. The DIGRAM were created using a (63x63) matrix 
(63=number of characters taken and blank/space). Since all the 
entries in each row could not be accomodated on one line of 
computer paper, then the matrix was devided into three parts. 
These parts shows the matrix of (63x21) columns or DIGRAM proba-
bility for the 21 characters each. The probability of characters 
which is very small has been omitted and is shown by the dash <-). 
A computer program (see Appendix-E)is made for obtai-
ning these results. The program description is like this that a 2 
dimension counter IREC(I,J) was initialized . Now for each word 
on identification of first character of word its serial number 
becomes row index of IREC counter. The following character serial 
number becomes column number of IREC counter. After obtaining 
row and column indices the IREC(I,J) is incremented by one, the 
process is repeated characters,words and then for all words for 
all words of corpus. Finally IREC(I,J) is devided by the DIGRAM 
pairs processed to get the DIGRAM probability (63x63) as men-
tioned in the preceding paragraph. Please keep in mind that 
blank/space is also treated as one of the characters. 
LEFT RIGHT CONTEXTS OF PHONEME 
(For each character) 
If / «< / and / / appears adjacent in the order /fe 
/then we say /tfC/ is the left context of /^/ and /^/ is the right 
context of /flC /occurrs in as string of phonemes then the pair A 
/ and />^/ is said to be the left -right context pair of /|3/. 

Three most probable left-right context of each 
character of Devanagri have been deduced from the results 
obtained from the DIGRAM sequences and are presented in Table 
(XV) . The table has been arranged in (9x7)" matrix of our code in 
English alphabetic order for long vowel character, short vowel 
chsiratcter then alphabet and alphabet followed by asterisk row 
wise. 
The result shows that on the right context of vowel 
letter (F# or F#*) the consonant S (fl) , N ((«D , R (O and vowel 
matra V* (—) have occurred. On the left context of the vowel 
letter the vowel matra (U) and consonant iS|"(B > have occurred. On 
the left context of vowel matra , consonants occurred frequently. 
The consonants are 5G(K) , X(H) , T (R) , ^ (L) ,^i\) , ?r (M) , -4(C) . On the 
right context of vowel matra, the vowel matra (V*) and consonent; 
f3r(L) , :J? (Y) , T\ (G) , ^ (R) , 5^  (M) , a: (T) , ;fr(S) have occurred. 
As far as the consonants left-right contexts are concerned 
vowel matra has occurred on the left context. These vowel matras 
are largly ~~ (A) , ~T(A«), P(I). On the right context we find that 
the vowel matra has occurred frequently . The matras are mainly 
^(A),-T(A«), f ( I ) . 
WORD COUNTING 
Our aim of the study is to find out the most frequent 
words present in our corpus of the statistical studies collected 
from the different sources. So as to undertake acoustical 
phonetic studies which may from data base for Hindi speech 
recognition and synthesis studies. 
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The digital computer was well suited -for use in the 
present study in that it can sort,compile, and compute the words. 
It has capaibility of scanning entire corpus,pickout certain 
combination, compute its frequency of occurrence,absolute 
•frequencies, arrange them in order of frequency and print the 
result with accuracy than any investigator or team of 
investigators could do manually. For example Godfrey Dewey,( The 
relative frequency of English speech sounds) mentions that the 
analysis of sounds according to their occurrence initially, 
medially or finally in words and syllables took about 720 hours 
tS P§Pform. Work of similar nature were carried out by 
computer program (Appendix— F) in the present study. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Frequent words occurred in our corpus in Hindi 
orthographic form are presented in the form of table< Appendix 
G.) 
A list of most frequent words categories in a different 
manner by the point of view of frequencies shown in the Table. IX 
8t X . The words which are having frequency more than 100 are 















The whole list is quite important by the point o-f view o-f 
statistical analysis. The word /PA*JA*B/ has occurred more due to 
the recent happenings there. 
The following words shows that our corpus is related with 
criminal activities as we have already said that to make a 









'P*ILM' have occurred as we have taken corpus from film 
magazine. 
The most frequent words are very similar to those reported 
for Urdu (Table XI) presented by Khan et al 1984. A comparitive 
study is also made with most frequent word of Urdu the language 
which is similar to Hindi 
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MOST FREQUENT WORDS : COUNT 4: K > FROM 1 5 , 0 3 1 VJORDS 
t if 
KS MEV* 
w\ ^ g>^  9>r 3?fr 1% ^ W WT >ft 
HE* K I * SE KO KA* FO*R KI NE KAR PAR B * I * 
NAHI*^/* HE*V* FBK F I S 
YAH H I * T*A* VAH 
"f«iFTr 5*t ^ r ^ 
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T a b l e - I X 
K = 19 WE^ ^} 3fr5r m jr-cfT 
PAHLE DO PA*J JAB PRA*PT VA VE 
K = 18 3m ?T ^rfr y^^ zwy ^ r r irr 
FAB nm BA-*T PAPNE RAHI * BA*R YA* 
K = 17 
K = 16 


























P I N 
K = 14 "fV mm ^rf wf^ ^^T^ 
P * I R JA*TA* BA*RE HOTE MA*RC 
LIYA* LOG LOGOV* K I S I * 










T a b l e - X 
Compar i son of 20 mos t f r e q u e n t words of Mlndl w i t h Urdu 
H i n d i Urdu 
KE KE 
ME*V* K I * 
HE* MB4V* 

















*• Urdu wor- 's a r e g i v e n by Khan e t a l ( l 984 ) 





Speech synthesis is the artificial production oi speech 
sound from the phonetic transcription of a message. Production of 
human speech sounds mechanism is fully understood by the 
researchers and the emphasis is giving on the acoustic 
understanding in speech synthesis Area. 
HISTORY OF SPEECH SYNTHESIS 
Traditionally history of speech synthesis goes back to 
Greeks and their fake 'speaking statue '.There then seems to be a 
gaping hole in history, at least concerning speech synthesis, 
until the eighteenth century, with renewed interest in 
its sciences. 
The first example of mechanical analog of the vocal 
tract is attributed to Kratzenstein around 1780, in response to a 
scientific competition set up by the Imperial academy of st 
Petersburg . His machine consisted of a" set of acoustic 
resonators, excited by a vibrating reed, mimicking the shape of 
the vocal tract for the production of 5 vowels. 
In France, around the same period, a priest, named 
Mical, built a two headed machine based on the principle of music 
box. The two heads exchanged a couple of sentences in a manner of 
speaking. 
But the true first attempt at understanding and repro-
ducing the generation of sounds in the vocal tract was undoubtly 
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1 2 ^ - A l R CHAMBER 
FIG.2 SYSTEMBTIC D I A G A .M OF VON K E M L J J N MACHINE 
made by Von Kemelen in 1791. Here is a description o-f his machine 
(see Dig.2). It used a bellows to supply air to a reed which in 
turn, excited a single, hand-varied resonator that produced 
voiced sounds. Consonants, including nasals, were simulated by 
four separate constricted passages, controlled by the fingers of 
the other hand. 
A few more machines were built in the ninteenth centu-
ry. They were generally improvements upon the Kemelen machine, 
with movable tongue and jaws for example (Faber in 1835, and even 
A.G.Bell). But these machines were doomed to remain scientific 
curiosties because their operator had to be a virtuso. Also, the 
scientist had no way to compare the sounds output by their mac-
hines to real speech sounds. This is probably the explanation for 
the other gap in speech synthesis history, until the twentieth 
century and the appearence of electrical speaking machines. 
In 1922 J.Q. Stewart built the ancestor of formant 
synthesiser . His machine consisted of a periodic source and of 
two electrical reonators and allowed to reproduce vowels, 
diphthongs and a few words like 'mama','anna" etc. 
But undoubtedly, the one most important date in the 
history of speech synthesis is 1939, with the presentation of 
Homer Dudley's(29) VODER (voice operation demonstrator)(see 
Dig.3) at the New York world's Fair .Actually the voder although 
introduced first was derived from the Vocoder by subsitituting 
manipulating for automatic controls. 
The first example of real speech synthesiser appears in 
1950 at Haskins Laboratories with PATTERN PLAYBACK. . This 
machine can be considered as a sonograph machine working in 
31 
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reverse . The sonograph trans-formers recorded speech into 3 
dimensional plot, the two first dimension being time and 
•frequency, . the third one being intensity, represented on a gray 
scale .Conversely, by drawing schematic evolutions o-f -formant 
frequencies on a glass plate, and by scanning this spectrogram 
along the time axis (using a set of frequency modulated light 
beams and a light collector that is fed into a loudspeaker), one 
can actually hear the sound corresponding to the spectrogram. 
The extensive use of spectrograms togather with the 
PATTERN PLAYBACK (see Dig.4) allowed for much progress in the 
study of speech production and speech perception and showed the 
imporatnce of the transitions between different speech sounds. 
In early fifties, following the fundamental work by 
Chiba and Kajiyama(30) the first electrical analogs of the vocal 
tract as a succession of short tube were investigated. The 
diameter of each section can be varied so as to represent the 
variations of the cross-sectional area along the vocal tract, i.e 
the 3treB function. The area function is often represented in 
terms of articulatory paramAers such as aperture and place of 
articulation . 
Around the same period (1953) , the first formant 
synthesizer were developed by Lawrence in England (Parametric 
Artificial Talker, or PAT) and Fant in Sweden (The Orator Verbis 
Electricals or OVE series), and then later at MIT , Bell 
Laboratories etc. 
Then another revolution took place with the rapid 
development of computers and the simultaneous advances of digital 
signal processing theory. This technological revolution allowed 
for the design of computer-simulated speech synthesizers. 
Simultaneously, computers made possible the study of lingustic 
and semantic aspects of speech. 
Two different approaches were chosen and are still 
being investigated to date. 
First approach: given a model for speech production , 
one tries to approximate the speech signal as well as possible by 
varying the parameters of a recursive digital filter. This 
approach include Linear Prediction and Formant synthsis. 
Second approach : if all the articulatory parameters and 
their evolution during speech production are known one can 
simulate the propagation of sound through the vocal tract, using 
physiological and mechanical data on the vocal tract shapes, the 
vocal chords, the vocal tract walls, the lips etc. 
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER 
We can classify the speech synthsis techniques into 
three groups although these three might slightly overlap: 
1- Direct generation 
2-Generation through a model 
3- Vocal tract simulation 
Group 1 include the techniques as waveform manipulations and 
channel vocoders, Group 2 will include formant and LPC synthesis 
and Group 3 articulatory synthesis. 
Our implementation is of formant synthesizer so we 
would like to discuss the second group. The technique involved 
here tries to generate a speech waveform throgh a speech 
production model. The parameters -for this generation Are 
generally derived by minimisation o-f an error criterion between 
the original speech and the model. 
Formant Synthesis 
Formant synthesis originated in early 19505, with a wort 
by Lawrence and Fant. As sound propogates from the glottis to the 
lips, the broad spectrum of the excitation source is shaped by 
the frequency selectivity of the vocal tract. The correspoding 
resonant frequencies are called formants. The goal of formant 
synthesis is to generate a speech spectrum from information on 
these formants, notably the formant frequencies and bandwidths. 
Formant . synthesizers generally use second order 
filters. There are two possible ways to arrange these filters 
together, namely cascade or parallel association. 
Clearly, the cascade configuration only allows for poles 
in the vocal tract transfer function which is naturally 
insufficient to represent all speech sounds. In addition, the 
amplitude of higher formants is a fuction of the amplitude of 
lower formants, because the later induce a slope in the 
spectrum, of 12 dB per octave: however this phenomenon is 
observed in real speech spectra. 
The parallel configuration of two-pole filters is much 
versatile by the addition of second order transfer functions, one 
can obtain an overall transfer function with poles and zeroes. 
Moreover the relative amplitudes of the formants are not 
constrained by the slope relationship of the cascade form. 
Advantages of Formant synthesiB 
Formant parameters are closely related to speech 
production and sound propagation in the vocal tract. Therefore 
formant synthesisers can produce "smooth sounding " synthetic 
speech, if the continuity of formant parameters is repected. In 
addition, the excitation of such synthesizers can be composite, 
voiced and unvoiced, and different types of excitation can be 
associated with different parts of the spectrum in the parallel 
form. 
Drawbacks 
The main problem with formant synthesizer is aquiring 
data to operate them. Formant tracking is a very difficult task, 
which has not been totally automated so far. The measurement of 
formant bandwidths is even more difficult than that of formant 
frequencies. The difficulties arise especially when two formants 
are close or when a formant sits on top of a spectral zero. 
In conclusion formant synthesis can produced excellent 
synthetic speech, but the acquisition of data can be painstaking, 
and the final parameters values must be determined by trial and 
error methods. 
KLATT SYNTHESIZER 
Klatt software (Appendix-H )is cascade/parallel 
formant software synthesizer and simulated on a general purpose 
digital computer in the manner given in Fig.5. 
Prgram Details 
There are 39 control parameters that determine the 
charactersitics of the speech output. The name and the range of 
values for each parameter a.re given in Appendix-I . One might wish 
to vary as many as 20 of the 39 parameters as a function of time 
to achieve optimum matches to an arbitrary Hindi utterence and to 
serve as an input to the waveform generating synthesizer 
subroutine PARCOE.FOR and COEWAV.FOR. 
Synthesizer control parameter data such as the 
frequency variation of the first formant as a function are 
specified by the experiments. 
Output waveform samples are computed in nonreal time 
and stored on a disk for subsiquent playback through a digital 
to analog converter, analog lowpass filter and loudspeaker. 
Waveform Sampling rate 
Most of the sound energy of speech is contained in 
frequencies between about 80 and 8000 Hz. So the digital sampling 
rate of the synthesizer is 100000 samples/sec. 
Parameter update rate 
Control parameter values are updated every 5 ms. If 
desired the program can also be set for updating after 10ms. 
Sources of Sounds 
SYNTHESIS STRATEGY 
The step used to synthesize an utterance is given below, 
a. SYNTHESIS OF VOWELS 
The control parameters that are the amplitude of 
voicing AV, the fundamental frequency of vocal fold vibrations 
F0!, the lowest three formant frequencies F1,F2 and F3, and 
their bandwidths B1,B2 and B3. The fourth and fifth formant 
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frequencies may be varied to simulate spectral details, but this 
is not essential for high intel1igibi1ty. To create a natural 
breathy vowel termination, the amplitude of aspiration AH and 
amplitude of quasi-sinusoidal voicing AVS can be activated. 
SYNTHESIS OF CONSONANTS 
The vowel is to be preceded by a consonant , additional 
control parameters may be varied like FNP,FNZ|, on the basis of 
spectral studied data. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
We implemented the Klatt synthesizer on VAX-11/700 for the 
generation of Hindi Vowel. The parameters used for the vowel is 
given in Appendix- J . We have deactivated the parameter update 
strategy. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The Output data given by Klatt synthesizer using our 
acoustical parameters is given here and on the basis of the data 
obtained we tried to draw a output waveform (see DIG. 6 ) . We 
would like to do the FFT of our obtained outout data and will 
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( I C H C K ) , K s 2 7 , 3 1 ) / ' F H * ( I C H ( K ) , K = 3 2 , 4 1 ) / ' r i ' , { I C a C K ) , K = 4 2 , 5 1 ) / ' T ' , ( I C H ( K ) , K = 5 2 6 1 ) / ' 2 ' , ( I C H ( K ) , K s 6 2 , 6 4 ) / ' , ' . 
C I C H C K ) , K = 6 5 , 6 9 ) / ' B * * ( I C H ( K ) , K = 7 0 , 7 4 ) / ' K * ' ( I C H ( K ) . K = 7 5 , 8 0 ) / ' R * ' 
I T X T ( 8 1 ) , l T X T ( 8 2 ) / ' ' 
I B L N K , I F F , I S T A R / ' ' , ' F 
l A M P , I D O r , R / ' r - ' , ' $ V ( K U U . i T ( K ) , K = l , 8 0 ) / 8 0 * 0 / ( 1 E R R ( K ) , K = 1 , 8 0 3 / 8 0 * ' ' / 
I P l , U S / ' + V , ( i 0 U T C K ) , K = l , l 
• i f t / ' 
' C 
, ' L 
' D ' 
' • t. J »f 11 
3 ' ' 4 ' , ' b ' 
\ ' , " " / 
' C * ' , ' D * ' , 
' L * ' , ' ; M * ' 
' X ' , ' ' Y ' ' 
' G V 
' N ' 
' Z ' 
' S * ' , ' T * ' 
' / 
' * ' / 
' G * ' 
' W * ' 
' U ' , ' R ' 
' 9 ' ' , ' ! ' ; 
, - S ' / 
' 1 ' / 
' / 
' J * ' / 
' ( J * ' / 
' X * ' , ' Z * ' / 
8 0 ) / 8 0 * 8 1 / 
Nl=6 
N2 = 13 
N3 = 5 6 
N4 = 80 






, R I T E ( 3 , 1 0 5 ) C I E R H ( K ) , K a l , 8 0 ) 
FUH."AT(5X,86(A1)) 
(4 ,310f^ ) ( I 0 ( ' T ( N ) . ' = 1 , 6 5 ) 
FnRMAT( lX,6b(T2)5 
DO 110 J s i , 8 2 
1 T X T ( J ) = I H L \ K 
COciTlNUF 




R t i A U ( l , 1 3 0 ) C T T x T ( K ) , K = l , 8 0 ) 
FLiRfATCSOAl) 
IMCREMEWT RFCORD CnilNTER 
REC=REC+1 
THE REC, IS PRINTED ON PAPER 
irr^ r.y,ruK,-4 4-ijtjV• 1 yH / I»:^4:D"^.JO Page I 
c 
C WRITEC 3,140) (ITXTCK),K=1,80) 
C14u FORMAT(5X,8n(Al)) 
C 
C it it is a comment rec fP^'j next rec, 
c (Con.ment r e c r.a^e ' u ' in c o l 1) 
C 
I F C l T X T t l ) .K.J. IfJObR) CO TU 100 
C IF IT Ifi KM' OF I M P I I T StOP PpnCFSSI'iG A *iD PRINT RP^SUIjTS ETC, 
C (END OFl i ^P i 'T IS SIGiUFJED HY '^' I.J COL 1 AND EilTRlES AFTER 
C CL'L 1 ARE i-lUT P R 0 C E S S F : 0 , 
c 
IF(ITXTCl) .EO. lAMP) GO TO 142 
GO TO 145 
142 lUUX(11=:IXXrCl) 
GO TO bOOO 
C 




J = 0 
IbO JsJ+1 
IF(J .GT, 80) GO TO 100 
C 
C 
C IF J XH, CH. IS A DLAMK PROCESS NEXT CH.  
I F C I T X K J ) , E Q , IBLNK) (SO TO 160 
GO TO 17U 
160 inUTCKK)=99 
GO TO 3000 
C 
C TO TEST IF J T H . CH. IS 'F' OR NUT 
C 
170 iFCITXrCJ) ,NE. IFF) GO TO 2000 
C 
C TO TEST IF .H2 TH, CH. IS '•' OR NOT 
C 
IF (ITXT(iJ + 2) ,ME, ISTAR) GO TO 1500 
C 
C THE PRESENT S E Q U E M C E OF CHS, IS : 
C J TH, 'F' ,• J+ 2 TH. '*' 
C SEARCH FOR THE MIDDLE CH, FROM LIST 
C 
DO 1000 M=1,N1 
IF CITXT(.J+i) , JE, ^TST(^.)) Gfi TO 1000 
KUUhT(M)=;KOUNT('') + l 
IUUT(KK)=:.1 







JsJ + 2 
GO TO 3000 
C 
C THE PPESR.IT SEOUE, CE ()^ CMS. IS : 
C J TH. ' F ' ; .1 + 2 ' K . 'itiT A * * ' 
C TU TEST FOR CH. AFTER ' F ' 
C 
1500 CUf>iTI*'UE 
DO 1600 ! = ; .1+1 , ' ;2 
I F ( I T X r ( J + l ) , r ; E . L I S T C ' ) ) GO TO IftOO 
KnUt.T(.-.)=KUi!.<T(:.0 + t 
lblJT(KK)='n 
GO TO IHOO 
1600 COHTT'iUE 






GU TH 3000 
C 
C THE SEOIiEHC^ 'IF CHS, IS : 
C J TH. Ctt, IS -'nT 'F* 
C TO TEST IF J+l TH, IS '*' OR HOT 
C 
2000 CUNTIf'UE 
IFCITXTCJ) ,NE. ISTAR) GO TO 2070 
C 
IERRCU)=IPLUS r;n T O ^onn 
irni;,(i,ruK;z ^-wtjv-iVH/ X K ; ^ ^ ; D V , I O Page 3 
2ii?D IFCITXT(J + n ,E0. T>STM!) GO TO 2500 
C TO FIND THF J TH. CH, i'.HF' J+1 TH. TS NH? '•' 
on 2J00 M = ?./! + l ,f:3 
I F d T X K J ) ,f!K, LISTC")) GO in 2100 
KOUrjT(Ml=KOLiWT(F) + l 
IOUT(KK)=:M 
GO TO 2 3 0 0 
2 1 0 0 cnf,TI!iUh, 
C 
I E R H ( J ) = I P L U S 
i n u T ( K K ) = 9 B 
230 i / COfTI taJK 
GO TO 3 0 0 0 
c 
C TjiE SKiiUF:iCE O F CHS. I S : 
C J + 1 TH, i S " * ' 
C TO F i t I) CH, J F«'J-1 L I S T 
C 
250Q CLV.TINUF 
DU 2600 ;' = \J + 1,'J4 
IF(lTXTCJ) .Nit. LIST(M)) GO TO 2600 
KOUt*T(Ml)=KOUNT(n) + l 
IObT(KK)=: I 
GO TO 2 8 0 0 
2 6 0 0 CtiivTlNUt: 
C 
I K R R ( J ) = IPI ,US 
I O U T ( K K ) = 9 8 
2 8 0 0 COfiTIiiUL 
J = J + 1 
GO TO 3000 
C 
C 






GO TO 150 
C 
C 
C PROCESSIMG OVRR ( I,AST RFC, FOUND ) 




C.RITE(4, 3100) (lUU'f (;j)»f=lf40) 
C*^RITE(4, 3100) (IOUT(,%),'>is4l,80) 
TC'TAL = U,0 
DO 7000 lsl,80 
Tr)TAL = T u r A L + K Q l J ' . T ( l ) 
7 0 0 0 COtJTir 'Uh 
DCJ 7 5 0 0 1 = 1 , 8 0 
PRUHCDsKUUr-iTCD/TfiTAL 
7 5 0 0 c o r j r i r ' U E 
c 
C 
' N M T E ( 3 , POOn) 
8000 FOR;.AT(bX, 'SY nOr.', 1 U X ,'nCCUK ' , I UX ,'PPUH'/) 
W F I T E ( 3 , 8 i 0 0 ) 
8 1 0 0 F t i R ( i A T C 5 X , ' n A l R A ' / ) 
C 
c 
DO 8 5 0 0 1 = 1 , 1 4 
0 = I i ! n X M ( I ) 
'AHITEC3.8 2 0 0 ) I C H ( 1 ) , K 0 1 J M T ( J ) , P R Q . ^ C J ) 
8 2 0 0 F O R M A T ( 5 ) ( , A 4 , l 2 X , l H , 7 X , F 1 0 . 5 / 5 
8 5 0 0 COMTIMUi: 
c 
c 
'•/KITE C 3 , 8 6 0 0 ) 
8 6 0 0 FORMAT C U X , ' V O ^ E f . V ) 
DO 9 0 0 0 1 = 1 5 , 2 6 
J = I ! J D X V ( I - 1 4 ) 
A R I T E C 3 . 8 2 0 0 ) T C H ( I ) , K O U t T ( a ) , P R n i ~ ' ( J ) 
9 0 0 ' i CUflTItlUE 
C 
c 
W K l T F ( 3 , 9 1 0 O ) 
9 1 0 0 FORMAT ( / , b X , To'-JSON A'.TS ' , / ) 
C 
DO 9 3 0 0 1 = 2 7 , P O 
J = I N D X C ( l - 2 6 ) WRITE ( 3 , 8 2 0 0 ) T C H ( I ) , K n U N T ( J ) .PRO^^CJ) 
ir r^r.y ,r UK; I j-Nuv-iy»7 i8:4!;<i!3y» 10 Faqe 4 




„,, «PITE(3,ft4nu) THTAL-RKC 




























































































































































































































































3lilGMl,F0R;l 3-NOV-19a7 lRj25:37,n2 Page I 
PROGRAM DIGM ^ „ , ,,, Ap\>-t 
DIMENSION LIST(8n,IHF:CC80),KaiHJT(??l,Hn 
DATA (LISTC K ) , Kr6. lU )/'FU*','FA*,'Ff','F I •*?;')'/ 
DATA Cl.IST(K),K = n,15)/'Fn','FU','t J'l'A't H'/ 











DATA (r,IST(K),K = 26,30)/'N'','tJ','P'#!^J%'K:/ 
DATA (L15TU)!K = il,3^)/'S','T' 'U','V' 'wy 
DAI A ( L rSTC K ), K = 3b, 40)/'X','K','Z%':','('/ 
DATA (LIST(n,K=41,45)/')','0','l','2','3'/ 
DATA (LIST(i<),K = 4fo,50)/'4','5','6*,'7','8'/ 
DATA (LIST(K),K=51,55)/'9','•'.'.',',','"'/ 
DATA ( LIST C K ), K = 56, 60 )/"".'A* *,*H*''C*''D*V 
DATA (t,lST{ K ), K=bl, fob )/'E**,'G*%'K* *,'!*%'J*'/ 
UATA (HST(K) ,K = bf), 7 0)/'K*','L*','."*', '•:•','•*'/ 
DATA (LIST(^),K=71,75)/'P*','o»','R*','S•%'T*'/ 
DATA (LISTCK),K = 7fo,80)/'U*','V*',"'(*','X*','Z*'/ 
DATA L1S1(81)/'81'/ 
C 
DATA IA"P/ ' ' '/ 
DATA ((KOUNT(I,J),I=l,8l),J=l,81) /fe561*0/ 
IReC(fa4)=:53 
IT = 0 
C 
DU 5000 JIJ=:1,500 
KKK=IKE;CC64) 
Ht:AD(l,100) (lREC(K),K = l,fa4) 
100 FnR'*AT(lX,64I2) 
X F d R K C C U . K Q . l A M P ) GO TO 5000 
lF(KKK.EQ.53)fin TO 150 
IF(IRECCl).f:Q.53) GU TO 150 
I = KhK 
J=IREC(1) 
K U U U T ( I , J ) = K 0 U N T ( I , J ) + 1 
150 .TTsTT+l 
DU 200 H=l,63 
IF(lRFC(fO,E0.53) GO TO 200 
IF(IRl:;C(N + i),F;o,53) GO TO 200 
IF(IRbC(M),EQ,o5 CO TO 200 
IF (XHEC(.J),GT-81) GOTO 200 
IF (IKeC(N+l)»§T,81) GOTO 200 
IsIRRCd^) 
JsIRECCfi + l) 
KUUriT(I,J)=:KOUNTCl,J) + l 
IT=IT+1 
CUNTIf UE 




«';RilR(3.350) (LlSr(K),K = l,20) 
FOR"ATC3X,4X,2X,20(A4,2X)) 
Dr 500 J=i,8! 





DC (JOO J = 1 , & 1 
WR I TEC 3,550) I,lST( J ) , ( ( KOUNTC J , N ) , .^  = 21,''O ) ) 
600 CUuTIl'UE 
WRIT£C3,300) 
' J R I T E C 3 , 3 5 0 ) ( L I 5 T ( K ) , K = 4 1 , 6 0 ) 
DO 7 0 0 J = l ( 8 1 
i ' J R I T F ( 3 , 5 5 0 ) L T S T C J ) , C ( K a U N T ( J , ( O , N = ! 4 1 , b 0 ) ) 
7 0 0 COSvTIWUE 
WHITE(3,300) 
wRrTEC3,350) (LIST(K),K=61,80) 
Ub 8 0 0 i] = l , 8 1 
^ R I T E ( 3 , 5 5 0 ) l , T S r ( J ) , C C K O l J d T ( J , M ) , N s b l , 8 0 ) ) 
8 0 0 Cti?^iTIMJf: ' 
C 
C "^RTTE FOR IT 
' ^ H i r E ( 3 , * ) I I , T T , I T , I T 
STOP 
K^D 
5A2,PAS;1 3-fiOV-l9H7 IB:26:()5.77 Page 1 
PROGRAM CnUhT(DATA, BUFFER, Hfc;SULX,niJTPliT); ^/>-F 
VAR 
WJARRAY ll,,b000,l,.20] HP CHAR; 
CH:CHAR; 
I,K,KK,L,JJ:INTEGERl 
filJM.OCClARRAY E l , , b O n o l OF lUTEQF.H} 
CLrARRAY t l , . 6 0 0 o ! OF I - T E d F R ; 
n A T A , B U F F F R , k E s m / v : T ( ' : x ' ^ » ' 
PKlJCFODRE X ' p ; 
VAR K l , L l : l f J T f e ; a F R ; 
HEGI/: K l : = : 0 ; 
w' l I I ,E ( ! ; n T ( E 0 r j ; i ( « U F F E R ) 3 ) DO 
HKGT 
K l " s K l + l * 
K K A D ( I U ) F F h ' H , W { I , M } ) 
Fi n ; 
FUR t i i : = ( M + l ) r o 16 DO 




VAR L l : l M E G E R ; 
riEr,l>V 
FOR L l ! = l TQ 16 DO 
hEGI 
• . V l i I T E ( R E S U L T , t n K l , L 1 3 : 1 ) 
FA4D 
END; 
FU .>JCT lOiJ COJ'P ( 11 , K 1 , J J 1 : INTEGER ) : BOOLEAN; 
VAR L I : I N T E G E R ; - C:BOOLEAN; 
BEGlf^ 







E ' lD; 
FOR L l : = l TO J j l DO 
I F . - a i l . L l '<•>'•'IK i , hi] THFif 
BEGIN 
C : = F A L V S F 





I : a o ; C H : a ' i , ' ; K K : = 0 ; 
KEiJKTCl)ATA^); 
; H H . K t ^OTtEO!* ( O A T A ) ) ) PU 
htHCTh 
I F C I O O ) TH^^l R K A n L ' C i ' A T A ) ; 
. HJLE (NOTCEOL'iCUATA)) ) nti 
BEG If! ^ ' i H l L E FOL' ; 
R K ' « R I T E ( U U F F K k ) ; 
J J : = ( ) ; 
REPEAT 
RFAD(DATA,CH) ; J j ; = J J + l ; 
TF C C H O ' ' ) THfc.. . • ' R T T E C B U F F E R , C H ; n 
UKTXL C H n ' ' ? 
h L S E T C B U F F E R ) ; 
I F INOTCEUF(HIJFFEH)) ) T.iE', 
HEGI-'J 





UNTIL (COMPCI.K.JJ)) OR CK=I); 
IF (K<!=(X-1)) THEN 
BEGIN 
NUM.OCCCK] :=NUM^0CCCK3 + 1.' 
^l\l, . f A i . ; ! 






i - n u v - i ' J H 7 i8 :<db :u j ) ,7 / P a g e 2 
(• iUK.ncCtKl : = I ; K I < . ' I 
E w 1 ^ e 0 1 "I t P i I r 
Ki^ JD; ^ e o £ I l i i e 
RhWHITKCHFSS;LT) ? 
BKGXN 
l : s ! ( j + j ) ( U v 4 ; 
E *(); 
i i ' R I T F L ^ C k E S U t . T , " ^ ! ^ ! , fJ(3 u F I ' iOROSs ' , KK) ? 
F')R L : = l TO I D'1 
hEGTf; 
n U T ( 4 » L - 3 ) ? 
n n T ( 4 * L - 2 ) ; 
' iRI ' l t .CKFSUL.T, .JU. '« .OCCr4*L-21 , ' ' ) ; 
n i j T ( 4 * L - l ) ; 
. R i T F C k t : s u L i , H ( j . H » o c c r 4 * L - n , ' ' ) ; 
l lUT(4* t . ) , * 
. .RITt: i i . ( R E a U L . T , N U ^ « n C C [ 4 * L ] , ' ' ) ; 


















8CHAU,F0R;1 6-MOV-1987 2l!0l:21,78 Page 1 
CKLATT FORMANT CASCADE/PARALLEL SYNTHESISER IMPLEMENTED ON VAX-U/780 
IMPLICIT I N T E G K R ( A - Z ) 
REAL DB,DRLPNT,EPvSLnM,XMAXWA ^ ^^ ^^ 
C EACH OF THF FOLLaWlNCJ VARIARLl" HOLDS HP ''TJ b ASSCH CHPHACTERS 
REAL uiJI'I.UAMPv, '^ ' KS( ?9) .iMAf^FXCB"?) 
RFAL 0'J"lpy 
DlMEr,SlUN MAXVALC i9) ,MI JVAL(39),VALUES(39),IPAR(39) ^ ^ ^ ^  
OI^^E^'SIO^ V A R P A R ( 3 9 ) , F f J C ( 3 9 ) , l , U C S A V ( 3 9 ) , 0 ( 5 2 0 0 ) , I • JAVE(b200) 
DIMENSION rnEFjCC^O) 
CONMO'/PARS/IPAR 
C01-' <0* /CUFtS/CnEFIC 
EOllIVALENCK ( 0 ( 1 ) , I . ' ^ A V E ( 1 ) ) 
C CHARACTPR SV«iiQL FOR EACH Op 39 CVl fROL PAF<Al^ETER VALUES, , , 
DATA . A iF5/"AV','AF',*AM','AVS'.'Fa'.'fl't'f*2','F3','F4't'FnZ', 
I'A i','Al','A2','A3','a4','A5',*Afi'.*AB',*01',*R?*,*B3',*SW% 
l'Ff;p%'HGP','Ff;2','Bf;Z'.'H4',*F5',*H'J',*F6',*Bb',*K^P', 
I'B 'P', 'B-.Z','BGS','''^R'# f' •*«% 'GO', 'MFC V 
C MAXlf.Ufl POSSIBLE VAL'ft UF FAGH 39 C U U T H C L PARAMETER 
DAI A i1 AX VAL/y 0,^0, 80, QO, 500, 900, 2 SO 0,3500, 4500, 7 00, 80, 80, 80 
1,8 0,8 0,80, 80, 8 0,1 000, 15 00, 2000,1,6^0,2 00'), 5000, 10000, 
13000,4900,4000,4999,5000,500,500,500,1000,20000,200,80,6/ 
C niciriun P O S S I B L F V A L U E S F OR E A C H O F 39 cnNTKOL P A R A M E T E R S 
DATA TNVAL/0,0,0,0,0,150,500/I 300,2500,200 
1 ,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,-10,40 
1,40,0,0,100,0,100.100,3 500,150,400 0 
1,200,200,50,50,100,5000,1,6,4/ 
C DETERMINATION OF VARIABLE(=1,OR=25 OK C O I S T A J T ( = 0 ) 
C PARAMETERS 







C SIZE OF PARAMETER AND flhVEFQHM ARRAYS THAT RESIDE IN CORE 
DATA l*'SIZE/5200/ 
C 
C NAHE OF SOLE RESPONSE CHERACTERS 
DATA 0UIT,OUITl,yES,Nn,VAR,C0N/'0','Q','y','N','V','C'/ 
1000 Wl!JlE(5,10iro 
1010 FC!i< A'r (^ A\/JiEESH CASCADE/PARALLEL FORMAT SYNTHESIZER /') 
C 
C 
C St^ IF FTLF P A K " , DnC eXISTS;IF SO,READ CU' FIGRATION' (JPh .C(/f)lT = 1 ,.'iA"'-'='PARA.'1,DUC',TYPES' )Lr> ' , ERR = 11 40 ) 
npi-/ PA = 1 WH1TE(5,1020) 
FijR' AT( * HEAL If 1020 .R'ATC I -; INITIAL SYKTHESIZFR CO* FIGRATIOM FROM FILE 
1 "PARAfi,,iar"'/) 
DC' 1060 ^ = 1,13 
hJ = M + l 3 
Nl=«' + 26 
READ(1,2617) [)V M Y ,, AMES C ) , VARPAR ( 0 , VALUES ( M ) 
R E A D ( 1 , 2 6 1 7 ) 'HI y , A'IES( - ) , VARt^AR ( J) , VALI)ES( *') 
R F A D ( 1 , 2 6 1 7 ) '^" ! ' , " A " E S ( 1 ) , VAnpe R ( L 1 ) , VAL'JES ( N 1 ) 
106C C i ' M I I . U F 
C 
C CHA'Gl- Cn F l G m r r i ' ,CHANGE I'HICH PARS ARE VARIABLE 
C 
1 1 4 0 W R I T E ( 5 , l l f . O ) 
1 1 6 0 F n R . . A T ( * PRINT A N O / O R CHA^ G E C O ' ^ F IGR A-^ IfLM ( Y , U ) : ' $ ) 
1 1 7 0 R L A l ; ( 5 , 1 1 8 0 , E R R = 1 1 4 0 ) ANS'/ER 
1 1 8 0 F 0 R « A T ( A 1 ) 
1 1 8 5 IF ( A H S w E R . E J . ' i U l T I )G0 TO 1 7 4 0 
Gl' TO 1 6 8 5 
U 9 A V.I I T E ( 5 , i a 7 ( ) ) 
1 2 2 * F n R ' . A T ( / ' f A."K (IF PAKA'-'ETFR 1 0 'iECO'-F VAR OK COW ( O U I T s ' 0 ' ) : ' $ ) 
R F A n ( 5 , 1 2 b U , F R R s l l 9 0 ) HAI^FV 
1 2 6 0 F 0 R ' ' A T ( A 3 ) 
1 2 7 0 I F C r , A f l E V , E Q , a U T T ) G n TO 1 5 0 0 
C 
DO 1 2 8 0 N = : l , 3 9 
I F ( N A M E V . E O . K A M E S ( 0 ) Gn TO 1 1 2 0 
I2fe«' CONTiriUE 
V < K I T E ( 5 , 1 3 0 O ) fjAHEi/ 
130U FURMATC* ' , A S . ' T Y P i JJG hRKJKjTRY AGAI ' ) 
V.KITE(Sf 15b5)(NAMES( A), Ms 1 3 ^ ) 
GO TO 1190 ^ , > 
1320 M0DPARKYE5 
IF(M,LT,35) GO TO U 3 0 
WRITEC5.132S) NAMESCN) 
1325 FORMATC* PARAMETER', A5,'CANNOT «E MADE VARlAfiLE') 
GO TO 1190 1330 IFCVARPAR(N),KEfO) GO TO 1380 
" *.«1 r»u ^vr wn f I 0 - N U V - 1 9 M / /i;Ul'.?A ,1B P a g e 2 
W R I T E ( 5 , 1 3 6 0 ) NAMfc:V 
1 3 6 0 FORMATC^ ^ J A 3 ' > " ( ^ f'"'' A V A H I A B L F ' ) 
GO TO U 9 0 
1 3 8 0 I F ( V A H P A R ( h i ) , N E i 2 ) f'U TM 1 3'1(» 
C I F VARIED IN PREIvfouS SV.H ATTC-sPT, CA" ' 1 'T MAKF 
C A CONSTANT 
W f U T E ( 5 . 1 3 8 5 ) MAMtV 
1 3 8 5 FORWATC* ' , ' / V ^ ' '<" 
GO TO U Q O 
1 3 9 0 VARPAR(IO=0 
1 4 0 0 W k I T E ( b , 1 4 2 < > ) nA'iKV 
!:•' TO 
' C M 'K) LUi GER HE 'A'^E A Cr»%STAf jT ' ) 
142 ' ) 
1 4 4 ) 
FORMAT( ( 
FOR^iATC'DOf^ ' fe ' ) 
GO TO 1 1 9 0 
C CHANGE DEFAULT VALUE FOR A 
1 5 0 0 
A 3 , ' I S ".O. A COI S T A f T ' ) 
IS?.') 
c 
1 5 3 0 
1 5 4 0 
1 5 5 0 
1 5 5 5 
1 5 6 0 
C DOl 
1 5 6 5 
1 5 7 0 
1 5 8 0 
PARAMETER 
W R I T E ( 5 , 1 5 2 0 ) 
F f R ^ A T C ' ''JA'iE n F PARA»4ETER ^ffOSE 
l(.)itlT="u"):'i) 
READ(5,12bO,EKR=l550),;A;!EV 
DEFAULT VALUE TO BE CHAKGED 
IF (( AMEV.KU.OliTT) GtJ TO 1740 
DO 1540 -.si,39 





GO TO 1500 
IF((N..1F,36).AN'"». CN,NE,37))GO TO 1570 
'T CHA^ 'Ge \-lS OR SR IF READING FROH PARA/IETER FILE 
IFCUPENPA.EO.O) GO TO 1570 
WRITE(5.1565),\;A'1EV 
FHRMATC* CA'lMnT CHAN( 
GO TO 1500 
URITE(5tl580) NAMEV 
FORMATC* HE-I DEFAULT VALUE FOR', A3,' = 'C) 
READCS,1900,ERR=1560)VALUE 
IGE THE VALUE OF ',A3,' ANYMORE') 
IF(VALUE.LE,MAxVAL(i!)) GO TO 1620 
WKITE(5,160U) VALUE,MAXVAL( to 
1600 FDRHATC* ',16,'EXEED MAXIMUM OF',15,'TRY AGAIN') 
GO TO 1560 
1620 IP(VALUE,GE.f''lNVAL(N)) GO TO 1660 
^RlTE{5,ib40) VALUE.MINVALCO 
1640 FOR'IATC* ',T5,'LESS THAN fnlNIMUMs:' 15' ,TRY AGAIN') 




GO TO 1500 









I F C i O D P A R . E O . W n ) GO TO 1 7 4 0 
'.VRITE(5,1690) 
F-HK^ATC* CURREMT Cfh' FIGRATION ( NA/'*F , VAR/COM , DEFAULT VALUE:') 
DO 1 7 2 0 r.sl , 1 3 
iM = .», + ! 3. 
M l = " + 2 6 
iftRI T E C S , 1 7 0 0 ) n , N A f " E S t ' l ) , V A k P A R C ' ' ) , V A L U E S ( n ) . N , N A ' ' ' F S C ; 0 
1 , V A R P A R C 0 , VALUES C ' ) , f ' l . ' ' A F S C ' l ) . 
F t - R i A T C ' , 1 2 , ' ' , A 4 , I 2 , I 6 , 2 ( ' * 
Ct".TI. ,Ul-
GC TO 1 1 9 0 
VARPAR(Wl5 , VALUES(!. ' l ) 
, 1 2 , ' ' , A 4 , I 2 , 1 6 ) ) 
C CnU'lT f'UIiBER OF VARIABLE PARAMETERS, N A V A R , 
C A^n PLACE f!A ES lU ••A'iKX('IAVR) 
1 7 4 0 NSA'PsVAf.UESC 37) 
DE iC)Ms:VAHIESC36)/10 
UELTAT=C%SAMP«lO0)/UEf '(J 1 
NVAR=U 
DC! 1 7 6 0 'V=:l , 39 
IF(VARPAHC(i) , E O . O ) GO TO 17 60 




IFCfJVAR.GT.O) (J(t V" 1 8 0 0 
W R I T E ( 5 , 1 7 8 0 ) 
FORJIATC* ILLEGAL 
GO TO 1680 
MAXDURa((WSlZE/!;SA.-P)*nELTAT)-20 
PRINT*.MAXDUR 




Cfi\"FK;,I-Jfi VARIA-sLE PRA'iS, THY AGAl'.') 
C 
1820 FORMATC/' THERE ARE',12,'VARIABLE PARAMETER') 
WRITE(5,1840) DELTAT 
«n.n«u,r»»!f 1 6«M0V»1987 21:01:21,78 Paqe 3 
1840 FORMATC PARAMETERS ARE! TO BK SPCIFTFr> KVhKY', 1 3 ,'MSEC ) 
1860 IFCOPENPA.EQ.O) GO TO 1870 
READC1.2625)VAi,UE 
WRITE(5.1867) yALUL 
1867 FORMATC* LENGTH OF UTTF.HA.iCI- TN MijFC=:',Ib) 
GO TO 1910 
1870 WRtTE(5,1880) MAXU'IK 
1 8 8 0 FORMATC* D F S I W F I ' Lf-'-.'HTlt if. t 'TTKRA'CF I^' ?• SEC C ' . A X s ' , I 4 , ' ) : ' $ ) 
1 8 6 ^ R F A n C 5 , 1 9 n o , E f - R = iHb'OVA[,L.P-
1 9 0 0 FORMATCIb) 
1 9 1 0 IFCVAI..UE.GF.D'%I,TAT) G'l TO 1^20 
A H I T E C 5 , U O O ) MA U:V 
GO TO 1860 
1920 IF(VALUE.LE."'AXl>iiH) GO TC I960 
l ' .RITEC5,1940)VAf.UE, ' ->AXDJR 
1 9 4 0 F 0 R " A 1 C * ' , I 4 , ' I L L E G f c - A L , ' i A X I i l U 4 DURATIlJN = ' , 1 4 , ' , TRY A G A I N ' ) 
GO TO i8ftO 
196'» UTTIMJH = VA1.UF 
C 
c 
C INSERT OFFMILT VALUES Ii^TO PARJ'ETER TRACKS 
HSh'''Ti-( ('JT'|[DUR + 2 0 ) / l J E L T A T ) - l 
0 0 2 0 0 0 M = 0 , ' . 'SAflTl 
M 1 S : M * ^ S A M P 
'•f? = 0 
DO 1 9 8 0 f' = l , 3 9 
I F C V A H P A P C : U , E O , 0 > GO T O 1 9 8 0 
M2a?-2 + l 





2020 FOHIATC/' DEFAULT VALUES INSERTED I^ PARAMETER TRACKS') 
C 
C 
C HUT VARIABLE DATA FROK FILE PARAM.DOC IN TO PARAMETER 
C TRACES 
2040 IFCOPE'JPA,E<J,0) GO TO 2050 
viRITEC5,204i) 
2041 FHRfiATC READIhiG VARIARL PARAMETERIC PATA FROM FILE 
1 "PAKAM.OdC") 
RFAUC 1,2043) DUMMY, CDUMW Y,'t = l , rJVAR J ) 
2043 F('R''A''C27A5) 
^iVARlsO 
o:; 2045 wsi NVAR 
if-CVAt'PAPCL0CCN)),.JE,2) GO TO 2045 
>jVAh(l=''VARl + l 
PPT•lT*,'^'VARl',rlVARl 
L'1CSAVC:.VAR1)=N 
2045 CO'^ iTi; UE 
IFCNV^Rl.GT.O) GO TO 2047 
..KITEC5,l780) 
STOP 
2047 IFCHVARI,GT,26) UVAR1=26 
vSAf-ll = CUTTDUR/nELTAT)-l 
DM 2048 ^•sO,^SAflTl 
vi = M*r,'SA!'P 




C ACCF'PT MODIFICATION TO PARA?<ETER TRACKS 
2 u b ( QLHTlf ' sO 
S F f P N T s ' U 
' 'AXI)1=UTrDUR-0ELTAT 
• j R r i E C 5 , 2 0 b O ) 
C 
2 0 6 0 F U R 4 A T C / ' Hh'*f. OF PARAttETER TRACK It ^K NO'UTED 
l C f ^ ' l I T s " u " ) ; ' S ) 
2 0 b b RKA0C '^ ,12bU,ERR=2090)NAMEV 
2 0 7 5 IFC'« 'Af iEV,EO,OUlT) GO TO 2 6 0 0 
DO 2OR0 <^  = 1 , ! J V A R 
IFCNAf>"Ev,EC>,«A'4FXC") ) GU TO 2 1 2 0 
2O80 CO.*TI'; 'JE 
W R I T E C 5 , 1 3 0 O ) ! . a ^ ' E V 
209G WRITEC5,2100)CMAMFXC' i ) , ^^= : l , ' iVAR) 
210() FORMATC^ VARIABLE P A » S = ' , 1 0 4 4 } 
GO TO 2 0 5 0 
2 1 2 0 COMTNUE 
V A P P A R C L 0 C C f i ) ) = 2 
M A X V s f ' A X V A L C L O r C f O ) 
MINVaMIfiVALCLOcC^O ) 
2 1 8 0 W R I T E C 5 . 2 2 0 0 ) 
2 2 0 0 F O R M A T C ^ T s ' S ) 
2 2 2 0 R E A D C 5 , 2 2 4 0 , E R R = 2 5 5 0 ) T I M F 2 2 4 0 FORMATCIS) C QUIT DRAWING C U R R E N N T PARAMETER CONTOUR 
„v,,..^..„i o-!vuv«iyM/ •^l',ln 121,!» Page 4 
TF((TIME,EQ.O),AM),CSFTfr.T,eO.YFS)) C'f TU 2050 
IFCTIME.CT.O) G" ti) ?050 
C MAKE SURE LEGAL TIMf: 
IF(TIME.GF;,ULI>TIM) c,n TO 22br 
WRITE (5, 2260 )Tl"K,rn,nTl-' 
FORMATC* ILLEGAL TT!''F=', I 3 , ' , LESJ 
2255 
2260 A TC*'ILLEGAL f 'F=',n,',LEss IMF.M nLDTi('='i3) 
GC TO 2 1 8 0 
2 2 8 0 I F ( T I M E , L E , n A X n l ) G U TO 2 3 2 0 
WRITE( '5 ,230 f« ) T l ' l E , M A X U l 
2 3 0 0 FbR,v,AT( ' ILLEGAL T i ; i E a ' , 13 , 'GREATF R THE*^ 4 A X = ' , I 3 ) 
GC TO 2 1 8 0 
2 3 2 0 N P T t o r T i n E / D h L T A t 
T r^F=f*PT"S^ D?: L T a T 
Rtil , T H a ( ( w P T S ) * I S A ' ' P ) + ' 
2 3 3 " i s H T T E ( 5 , 2 3 4 0 ) 
2 34U FCH A T C ^ V s ' v ) 
234b •.RITK(5,19O0,FRR = 2 5 5 0 ) V A L K E 
C 
C SEE IF LEGAL VALUE 
2369 IFCVALUE.LK.MAXV) GU TO 2400 
237Q 'flHITF(S,2371) Ml.JV.fUXV 
2371 FCh. ATrV>'I^•=!',I5,%V,'•AX=',Ib) QV TO 23 30 
2400 I F C V A L U E . G F . H I M V ) GO TU 2420 
GU TO 2370 
2420 IFC(SKTPNT,Ea,YES),A;jn, (TIME.GE, (OLDTIM + DELTAT 
m ) GO TO 2480 
C 





GO 1 0 2 1 8 0 
C 




I F C D V A L U E . L T . O ) EPSLO^'=:-EPSLOM 
TIMEl=nLDTI*1/DELTAT 
C 
DO 2bO0 !' = 1,NPTS 
DBLPf.TsFLUATCn)*FLOAT(DVALUE) 
DiJPL.f^T=l)8PL!JT/FL0AT(.^PTS) 
VALUE2=ni,r)VAL + lF IX(DULPMT + EPSLncJ) 
pui,4TJ^ '?=(cri (Eun)*NSAnp) + f* 
2500 DCPCI 'TR)=VALUE2 
GO TO 24b0 
C 
C UNRECOVERABLE I/'l ERROR,SAVfc: PARAMETERS A,Mi nuiT 
C 
2550 WRITE(5,2560) 
256U FORWATC* tlfiRECoVERAHLE TYPI^IG ERROR,SAVE PARAHETERS') 
C 
C J'AKE FILF OF PARAMETER VALUF VS TI''F Tt'AT ChU HE LISTED 
C ()• r.IMF PRIMTEH 
C 
2600 Cl.'t.TI UE 
2610 (;PE!KUNIT = 1 ,f«IAfir='PARA. . t OC', TYPE= ' ' E ',ERR = 2600) 
DO 2620 fal,!3 
ri = "tl3 
M = ' +26 
DUiL-Y=' 
>«RTTEC1,?617) nU'^"Y,"fA"ES(,;) .VARPARC'i) , VAr.UES d ) , 
I DUl»U'Y,NAi'1KS(U) . VAKPAR(f;) , V ALDFS C H )-
1 0I)^ ^ f'y,'Mf-'ES( VI jfVARPARCil), VALUES C U ) 
2617 FORfATC ' , A5 , A3 » 12 , 15 ) 
2620 COI«.Ti:WJE 
WRITF(1.2625)nT'''l>l'R 
2625 FORfATC* ',13) 
'<IVAR1=0 
DO 2630 Nal,nVAH 





2 6 3 0 C 0 N 1 I " U E 
IF(NVAR1,GT,0)G'J TO 2640 
WRITE(5,1780) 
GO TO 2900 
2640 IFCNVAR1.GT,26)UVAR1=26 WRITE(lt265(0 (MAI^'EXCLOCSAVCM) ) ,M=1 ,!• VARl) 5 FORMATC* '.2fiA5) 
MlsM*NSAMP 




2h67 FORPATC* PAPAMfTFK fJhK " PAk Ac , DUC "SA VFn ' ) 
C 
C Sft-T ALL UAHA-F.Thr.S T" ARRAY IPAk '1(1 DEFAULT VALUF5 
C SFT ALL PAKA'^ F-.TLS I r Af<RAY IP/VP TL DEF^^HIT VALUES 
C 
. . R 1 T F ( 5 , 2 6 7 5 ) 
267& FOR; ATC/ 'BKni f "<AVEFORK GFNEHATIO.-) ' ) 
2676 DU 2680 l. = l,3<^ 
2680 I P A R C ; ) = V A L U E S ( H ) 





C r.AlW SY"THESIZEH LnnP,FUT WAVE FORM I'. Ii^VE (WISIZEU 
C 
C ADD ZOJ'SEC TU DURATION TO INSURE SIG-'^ iAL UILL DECAY TO ZERO 
C 
MPTSs(UTTUIJR + 20)/DKLTAT 
TTKF1=0 
WSI?,E1 = 1 
DQ 2740 hm'JPTS 
P0Ih'TR=(M-.l)*'JsA'1P 
no 2700 i^isl.NVAR 
2700 IPAH(LnC(N))=DCPniMTR+M) 
CALL PARCUE("AX"'A) 
CALL COFWAVCI JAVE(wSlZEU,XnAXwA) . 
2740 WSIZEl = ».SlZEl+MSAnP 
c 
C MAKE SURE SIGNAL IS LESS THAN OR EOULA TO 0,0 DB 
DB=20.0*ALOG10(XMAX„A/32 767) 
WRITEC5,276f)) DB 
2760 FORHATC^PEAK SIGNAL LEVAL 
1 IN SYNTHETIC WAVEFORMc',F6,1,'DB ' ) 
C 
C SAVE H'AVEFOR?^ FILE I"/AVE( WSIZEl) OM DISK 
C 
0PEN(l<fIIT = l,NAME='I.JAVE.I6',TYPE='NFl,',ERR = 2800) 
v.RITECl,2775) wSIZFl 
2775 FORMATCIS) 
WRITEC1,2785) (l>vAVE(.M) ,M=1 / . ' iS IZED 
2785 FCtRfiAT(20I6) 
CLOSE CUM T = U 
WHITEC5,?795) 
2795 FnRt.ATC/'WAVE FOR" FILE " I W A V E , 16 " S A V E D ' / / ) 
GO TO 2900 
2800 WRITE(5,2805) 
2805 FORMATC^DISK ACCESS ERROR DURING ATTE'-'T TO SAVE l-iAVEFOR"') 
290L STOP 
c E'-r- OF Aii^ PRnn 
C T h i s i ' p A R T Cf3ilTAin~SURR0UTiNF"oF"THpPR0GRAf^^ 
C PARACoi^FOR ~ RUAD 
C 
C "PAR/*'AM-T0-.CUEF"TRAHSF0R'1ATXnN SUBROUTINE 
C 
C THISF PROGRA"* COUVERTS SY^'THLSIZER CO'TROL PARAMFTKR FROM 
C ARRAY 1(39) I 'xO DIFFERENCE FOUATIOf CO JSTA(^ T FOR SYMTHESIZEK 
C HARD.-)f*KE S'lOHED I^J ARRAY C(50) 
C 
SUHROt.TIHE PARfOECT' ITPC) 
C If'TPC IM'IALIZER THIS ROUTIUE ZF=-1 
RFAL IMPULS 
Dl'iKMSiriN I (3^ ) ,NnMSCACl2) ,^ /nBCOR(10) . C ( 5 0 ) 
C INPUT PAkAN'ETFR VALUES (COflSTAkT > VARIAHLF) PASSED 




C COEFFICIENT VALUES x ' C t 5 0 ) ARA REAL 
EQUIVALENCE ( C ( n , I -.PULS) , (C ( ? ) .SIN A'^'P) , CC ( 3 ) , AFF) , (C C 4 ) , AHH ) , 
l ( C ( 5 ) . A l P ) , ( C ( h ) , A 2 P ) , C C C 7 ) , A 3 P ) , ( C C f - ' ) , A 4 P ) , ( C { 9 ) , A 5 P ) , 
1 ( C ( 1 0 ) , A 6 P ) 
EOUI VALENCE ( C C l D . A B P ) , CC C1 ? ) , Af PP) , (C( 1 3) , AGP), 
1 C C C 1 4 K B G P ) , ( C ( 1 5 ) , C G P ) , ( C ( 1 6 ) , A G Z 5 , ( C C 1 7 ) , B G Z ) , ( C { 1 8 ) , C G Z ) , 
l C C C 1 9 ) , A G 5 ) , ( C C 2 0 ) , B G S ) , ( C ( 2 t ) , C G S ) 
E Q U I V A L E N C E ( C ( 2 2 ) , A l ) , ( C ( 2 3 3 , B l 5 , C C ( 2 4 ) , C U 
ov-nftu,rDR|i fo»Nuv-iy«/ '/I :ui t'/ji./» page b 
E0UIVAl.ENCECC(25),A2),tC(2b),R2),(CC27),r2) 
E0UIVALENCECCC28),A3 ,(C(29),H3), C(3{ ),CJ) 
EOUIVALENCEfCOl) A4),(C(32),H4 , C(3 0,C4) 
EQUIVALENCECC(34) A5) (CC35),B5 , CntO.CS) 
EOUIVALENCECCCIO) A^JP^. (C(41 ,H'P;,(C(42),C.P) 
EOUI VALENCE CC( 43); A- 7.) , ^ C (44 ) , H%Z) , ( C C 45 ) , C v'Z ) 
C 
EG!UIVALF?^CE"(C('4677PLSTFPI 
C "AJ'iE OF INPUT COriTRnl. PARAMFTER 
EOUIVALFfJrK (l(l),f AV),CT(2),f.NAF),(I(3),NNAH),(I(4),NnAVS), 
1(1(5), .'vFO),CT(b). nFl)/(I(7),-.l^fF2),CIC8),^fJF3). 
1(1(13), •"MA2),(T( 14),Mf^A 3), (1(15'),N' A4 ) , ( I (1 6 ) , r'NAS ) , 
1(T(17), 'lA6),(t(lR),^'MAH),(I(19),^'r Bl) , (I ( 20) , MMR2) , 
l(I(?l),^'«B3),(I(22),hiNSW),(I(23),hi'^FGP),(I(24),iIMBGP), 
l(I(2'>),'.'JFr;z) 
K(JbIVAl,t' CE(I(2'i),.l IfiGZ), (I(27).M> r-i4),(I(28), "^MF5),(I(29),N[fH5), 
l(I(3n),*'MFfa),(I(3l)-^<.Jb6),(U32),N!'F .P3,(I(53),N;IR'JF), 
1(1(34),^ 'HilZ),(I(35),'irjP(,S),(I(36),N iSR) , ( I ( 37 ) , «^J VWS) , 
1(I(3S),.'JG0),(I(39), JNNFC) 
C CO^JSTA^rS NEEUED -JY SUHHOUTIW SET ABC 
DATA PI/3,14159265/ 
C 
C SCALE FACTUR HI UR FHR GE^'ERAL ADJUSTMENT TO 
C Al,A2,A3,A4,A5,Afa,A l,AH,AV,AH,AF,AVS 
DATA ,'Di.SCA/-t>8,-65,-7 3,"7 8,-79,-00,-58,-84,-72,-102,-7?,«'44/ 
C I.!CREnE!.'T I.'J D^ TO FORMAT AMPLITUDES OF PARALLEL BRANCH 
C IF FOR'A'iT FRLOFWCY niFFFRF -CE 50 , 1 00,, 1 50 ,,,,,., HZ 
DATA NDBCOH/10,9,8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1V 
C PRINT XUPUT PAR VALUES AT T=MTIHPR 





C I f j T I A L I Z E SYStlTHESiZER HFFOR COMPUTING WAVE FORM 
C CHUf.K I F A R G . L T . O 
1 0 0 1 F ( I N I T P C , G E . 0 ) G 0 TO 1 3 0 
I i l I T P C = 0 
C SET CUJ-ULATIVE TIf1F COUNTER TO ZERO 
NTT^ F p s O 
'"lAFLAvSsO 
C CP"PNTL SAMPILIMG PERIOD T(ALL CUNSTAFT CONTROL 
C PARA'k'FTFRS NUST BE SET HEFOR CALLING I N I T ) 
SAN K A T S . ' I J S R 
l '= l . /SAf ' 'HAT 
P I 1 = P 1 * T 
1 . .CPIT = 2 , * P I T 
.<iTI"Ln=( , . « ' S * i r O ) / ( N i S R / 1 0 ) 
C C n V f - R T T ; HFKC-.1LY I 'TKGER PARAHS TO REAL COEFICIEMTS 
C(4H)=tl'^"N S 





C UP HATE ALL COFFTCIF "^S OF H A R I V . A R K S Y J T U F S I Z E R 
C CGf'PUTF PAKALE^L H R A ' C ' A'- 'PLITUFb CORRFCHUN TO 
C F2 Hi'E xri h 1 
1 3 0 DFLF l = FLOAT(fMt F U / b O O , 
A 2 C n R = n E L F 1 * n F L F l 
C COr.PUTF Ar-TLITUDK CORRiXTTf!'- XO F 3 - 5 DUF TO F l AND F2 
DELF2 = FL0A1 ( ' r J F 2 ) / 1 5 0 0 . 
A 2 S K R T = D E L F 2 * ( ) F L F 2 
A3CORaA2Crf<*A2SKRT 
C TAKE I h TO ACCOl' T PTRST IJ IFF ' t GLOTTAL .AVE FOR F2 
A2COR = A2Ca»v/0ELP2 
C rPMptJTE AMPLITUFn COHRKCTIOii I'UK TO PROXIMITY 
C OF 7. FORMAL TS 
M12C0PS0 
^ 2 3 C n k = 0 
f<34CORaO 
N F 2 i = r m'7->\i «Fi 
C 
I F ( N F 2 1 . L T , 5 0 ) Gb T j 1 3 5 
I F ( N F 2 1 , L T , S 5 0 ) N 1 2 C 0 R s N L B C n R ( N F 2 I / b O ) 
NF32 = r,i*jF3-N'.'F2-50 
IF(NF32.LT,50) GO TO 135 
IF (NF32.LT.550) 'v2 JCORsNDBCQR ( MF32/50) 
NF43 = ^ MF4-N«iF3-150 
IF(NF43,LT,50) GO TO 135 
IF(NF43,LT,550) U34C0R«NDBCOR(NF43/50) C PRINT INPUT PARAMETERS IF NTIHPR SET TO ZERO OR TO ASPECIFIC TIME IF NT M R.EO.O) GO TO 135 
" • r w n f< n - r 4 u v - x - * o / ^li'fl:^1 * f^ f a g e 7 
I F C N T I M P R - N E . N T I H E P ) CO TO | 4 6 
1 3 5 W R I T E ( 5 , 1 4 0 ) N T I M E P 
1 4 0 FORMATC^INPUT pARS AT T = M 4 , ' M S ' ) 
1 4 1 FORMATC* ' , 1 3 T 5 ) 
W R l T E ( 5 a 4 2 ) 
142 FORMAK^ ' ) 
1 4 5 r jPARal 
1 4 6 f.Tlf'.EPsfMTlWf P t M T I '!•:••> 
C HRT A^'iPLlTUED OF V U i C l r G 
NDBAV = Nf,)GU + rj?' Av + NOr>SCA ( 0 ) 
IMPUL5=(iETAwp(Nr)BAV) 
C AMPLITUED I^F A S P I R A T I O . _^  
1 5 0 NnRAHs'^'f'GO + f.wAH + wnHSCAClO) 
A iH=GFTAMP(. 'ObAH) 
C A ' iPLITJKD UF FHlCftTTflM 
C ( I -^ ALI. £ARJVLLEL C U ! | F I G R A T I 0 N . A F = r A X t A F , A H 3 
(, }aAFs:\''>){;0+ • a p + flDHSCACll ) 
AKK = GFrAMr>( OHftF) 
C A V I) e E S H G U P T A PACE 17 
C Ar>0 A SKT Tn J A V E FORM AT A PLOSIVE RELEASE 
PLSTEi'=0, 
IF(NfJAF-NAFLAS.LT,49) GO TO 151 
PLSTEF3GETA'v'.P(N»IG0 + wDBSCA(lU»'44) 
151 r\fAFLASs:..fs'AF 
C A'"PL1TUE(3 OF OnASl^SINUSOOIAL VQKINC, SOURCE 
S I M H H P S I U . + C E T A M P C ' ^ U B A V S ) 
C SEf AvpblTUED OF PARALLEL FORMANTS Al THRU A6 
's,'DB = M*;Al + in2CnR + NnRSCACl) 
A1P = GFTA'!P(^'0H) 
Nni^=:N^A2 + f'12COR + Nl2COR + ;i23COR+NI)BSCA(2) 
A2P = A2CaR*GETAviPClJDb) 
(.DHrNi A3 + M23CnRfH23C0R + N34CnR + NDBSCA(3) 
A3P=A3CaR*GETAMP(f.DB) 
.•inBsNNA4 + tJ34CnR + N34C0RtMDDSCA(4) 
A4PsA3C()K*GFTAMP(ijDEO 
hDB = NKAb + ; m B S C A ( 5 ) 
A5PsA3CnR*GRTAMP(MDB) 
fjOBs:Nf«Ab + i^nRSCA(b) 
A 6 P = A 3 C U R * G E T A M P C N 0 B ) 
C SET AI'PLITUED o F PARALLEL NASAL FORFATNT 
.DH = N' Al + f i n ^ S C A ( 7 ) 
A'^iPPsGETAiPCNDR) 
C SET A'"PHTOED Q F BY PASS PATH F R I C T I N TRACT 
'^ JOHs f'WAB+ \DBSCA(R) 
At.PsGFTAMRC" DB) 
C RESET OIFFF'^EMCF EOUATION CONSTANT FOR RESNATORS 
230 CALL SETAnC(NMFl,:jNBl,Al,Bl,Cn 
CALL SETAHC(M^'F2,*I^B2,A2,B2,C2) 
CALL .SETAHC(.'rgF3,f.K'b3,A3,B3,C3) 
CALL 5ETA'>C('/f4F4, •!VB4,A4,B4,C4) 
CALL SETABCC •i'lF^  ,';Nn5 , A5 , B5 , C5) 
CALL 5 E r A B C ( V f - ' F 6 , ' H B 6 , A 6 , B 6 , C 6 ) 
C 
CALL SETAHCC JWF.fP , WMBNP, AtJP , HNP , CNP ) 
C A '^D Ff«R ''JASAL ftNTIRESO"ATOR 
MUFhZs-f . ' iFf . r . 
IF ( ' * ' .P - '> l^ ,GE,0 ) ••NFf!Z = - l 
CALI r.ETA HCC»-i'tF ."/ ' . ,"HBMZ.AtlZ.B ' Z . C " Z) 
C AND FUR GLCTTAL HESO^JATUR A'tD AWIRKSfNATOR 
NPULSf =1 
I F C r ^ ' v F O . L E . O ) GO TO 24 5 
C ISSUE NO PLLSE I F 'KIAV AKD ' f.AVS HCTH.LE-.O 
I F C C r A V . L E , 0 ) , A . . D , Cfif!AVS,Lf-' ,0) J GO TO 2 4 5 
C knAVt-FURf aOkE S i filSOIDAL AT filGH b U"IDAMEMTAL 
C FPFCUP l^CY 
!JXBGP=(i' . jBGP/ ' -NFO)* l f tO 
CALL t.E'1 A B C C W N F G P , N X H G P , A G P , B G P , C G P ) 
CALL i>ETA-*C(0 ,N ' IBGS,AGS,BGS,CCS) 
MfiFGZ = - r i h F G 7 
I F C ^ { 'GX.GE.U) ' . ' F G Z s - l 
CALL 5 E l A B C ( M r ) F G Z , ' l h B G Z , A G Z , R G Z , C C Z ) 
C SFT AGAIN TO CO'^STA'IT i:J '-'10 FREQUE^iCY REGION FOR RGP 
AGPi=,007 
C DO '.OT LET FO QKOP BELO-J 40HZ 
I F C ' . N F 0 , L T , 4 0 ) '/..FU = 40 
C MAKE AMPHTUEI) OF IMPULSE I CREASE \ I T H I ' - J C R E A S I N G FO 
C 
IHPi ;L5 = I M " l i L S * ( F O / i r O f ) , ( ) ) 
C NUMt'ER OF SAMPf,rs MKFnt< A fiKr Gl.OTTAf PULKE «AY BF GEWERATEU 
^PULSi' 'aN^SR/,^l^'F'• 
2 4 b CONT^^Uh 




C COEwAVE FOR SUAU 
C COEFFICIEHT TO ^AVE T R A N S F O H K A T I O U SUBROUTINE 
C (FOR 16 BIT f^ L'H-U COi^ 'PiiTEK) 
C SIMULATION OF THE HARD^ Af^ E. SUAD syNTHt-SIZEK 
C TAKE 50 COEFFIClEf.'T FPHH (:0'^^^DN ARRAY C AND 
C 
SUBROUTINE COEWAVCTWAVK.CUT' A) 
C IWAVE IS AN ARRAY I f -- fCH .vAVKFO^'l SA PLfciS AKE 
C PLACED LEFT JUS'''JFTFD tu A lb BIT rtCR-J 
C OUTMA I S RETURN' AHG I M O I C A T T N G ,'AXAI'Sni,, VALUE 
C OF WAVE IF rALl,I' 'it; PROfiRA' SF'rs TO ^l,CnwAVh; IS IHTIALIZfeiD 
REAL NQISe; iWPijTS , I *iPUT , I^'PULS 
INTEGER WAVf'A, rfAVMAK 
DIMEMSION IWAVE(l),C(50) 
co'^^Mnr.'/coeFS/c 




Efyu'lVALT;ffCE(cH0)rA6PAK),CC(ll),ABPftR), fCC l2) , A'JPAR) 
EuMivALE''CE(CCl3),Anp),CC(l''),bGP),CC(15),C(^P) 





E4'iIVALr> C E ( C O l ) , ^ 4 J , C C C 3 2 ) , B 4 ) , C C C 3 3 ) , C 4 ) 
E O b I V A L E ^ C E ( C ( 3 4 ) , A 5 ) , ( C ( 3 5 ) , ' i 5 ) , ( C ( 3 6 ) , C b ) 
K ' } U I V A L E M C E ( C ( 3 7 ) , A 6 ) , C C ( 3 8 ) . B 6 ) , ( C ( 3 9 ) . C 6 ) 
EuUIVALEwCE(C(40) r A'MP) , CC(41) ,BNf') , CC(45) ,CNP) 
EC-UIVALE-CE(C(43 ) ;A . ' fZ ) , (C(44 ) ,B^Z) , (CC4b) ,CMZ) 
E0UlVALettCE(C(4fi) fPLSTEP) 
C MAXIMUK VALUE FOR A WAVE FORM SAMPLES (LEFT-JUSTIFY IN 36 BIT 
C wrjHD) 
DATA V.AVMA,'"'AVMAX/3 2767,-3 2767/ 
C i;»<ITIALIZE COEwAVE IF OUTMAs-1 
C ZFKH ."Ef-iORY REGISTER IN ALL RESONATORS 




































YL(;S4 = 0, 
YLGZlsO, 
YLG7,2aO, 










C GENERATE NNX'AS SAMPLES OF OU'IPUT WAVE FORM 
250 CONTINUE 
C TRANSLATE SOME COEFFICIENT TD I^ iTEGER 




X''SAMI = 1 , 0 / F L iftTCu' XviS) 
C DELTA AMpLiTUFn " F ASPIRATl Of. 
DAHH=:(AASP^-AAsPI^O•X'4SA^'T 
C DF:LTA A'^PLFTUKn f'F FRirXTUM 
. ' )AFF=(AFPTCI-AFf^XC)*X ' JSA ' I 
C VAl'i I.nr.P 
0(1 ^ 3 0 ' J T l M K s l . l M J X - S 
C GKi^ERATtJ .IK( G L O T T A L P U U S P : I t PRKICD COUNTER RXCfciEDED 
K P U L S K s J P U L S E - l 
I F ( N P t i L 5 E . G T , a ) Go TO 2faO 
C A^D t F . .PULSE IR GT THE:i H I E , I F FG>0 AMD AV'fAVS>0) 
IF CMPULSf^i.Ue.J) GO TO 260 
c nKsm PULSE cnnnTpR 
\PU(,SK= J P U L S ' * 
C PUbSF. CfUhlTFR FUR -lODULATF.D i .OISE 
« P U L S e = . ' P U L S F / 2 
C SFT A" 'P l . i rUFD ^r^R1AL VOICING IMPULSF 
I^ 'PUT=I 'P i i r , s 
C Ai'LITUEiJ OF O U A S I Sl tJUSDIOAL VOICING 
l ' P U T S = S I r J A i - P 
GO TO 2 7 b 
C SET If 'PUT TO Z E H O HETdEEN GLOTTAL I ' ' P U L S E S 
2bO J.*.PUT=0, 
I ' PliTS = 0 , 
C RFSOMATOH HGP; 
2 7 5 YGP=AGP*ll iP!JTtBGP*YLGPl4-CGP*YLGP2 
yLGP2=yLGPl 
YLGPlKYGP 
C GLOTTAL ZERO PAIR RGZ: 
290 YGE = AGiL*YGP + BGZ*YLGZl+CGZ«YLGZ2 
YLGZ2=YLGZ1 
YLGZlsYGP 
C GLOTTAL ZERO PAIR RGZ: 
C QUASI SINUSOIOAL VOICING PRODUCED BY IMPULSE 








C Gl OTTAL VOLll*"E VELOCITY IS THE SUM OF NORMAL AND nUASI 
C 
C Sl..uS(jIf)AL VOtCIiiG 
UGL0T2 = YG7, + YGS 
C R^ UIAT^ l).*^  CHAtUCTFRSTICS ISA ZERO AT THE ORIGIN 
UGf,0T=:ilC,L0T2-'lGLUTX 
U'".LUTX = i 'GL0T2 
C 
C TURJ-ur.A'CE I 'OISE OF ASPIRATION Af^ D FRICTIOM 
C GF-.f.RATK RA"DOM PRODUCE UiaFORM 
370 m ' l S E = 0 . 
C i'lAKF PSEUiJl) - G A U S S I A . J 
Dti 371 ^i^A vl)X = 1 , 1 6 
3 7 1 Ni : iSE 3 ' 'OISK + RA' ( I R A V l ,TRA-I?) 
C SUBTRACT >\b- DC 
N C l S E a f i n i S F . - S . 
C M.nDULArFl) 'JDTSK DURI .G StCO'jD HALF C{- A GLOTTAL PERIOD 
3 7 5 I F ( v P i O . S K . L F . a J . : n T S F = F n i S F / 2 
MPijLSE = f ' PULSE- l 
C LLv. PAS.S KOISF AT - b OH/CCTAVK TO STnULATE 
C SUliRCE T/^PEDAWCK 
C HIGH PASS ' ' lOISF AT +b DH/t'VTAVE FOR RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS 
C CT^ii F S F F E C T S C A ' J C F L ONE A^CTHFR) 
C GMJTTAL SOUPCK VOLU 'E VELUCITY = VOlCIMG + ASPIRATION 
AASPIR=AA5PrR+n^MH 
UASP=AASPIR*NOTSe 
3 8 0 UGLOTsUGLOT+UAsP 
C SET FRiCTIOiJ So"RCE VOLUME VbLOCITY 
390 A F H I C = A F R I C + D A F F 
C PREPARE TO ADD I'M A STEP fXITATTO'' OK V^CAL TRACT 
C IF PLOSIVE RELFASECi.r IF PLSTEP,G1,0) 
IF (PLSTEP.LE.O) GO Tn 391 
STEPS- PLSTEP 
PLSTEPsO, 
391 UFRIC = AFRIC*rjOlSE 
C 
C SELOND GLOTTAL SOURCE THRU CASCADE VUCAL TRACT RESONATORS 
C DO FORMAT EQUATION FOR *^ NFXC FORMANTS I'M DECENDIHG 
C ORDER TO MINIMIZE TRANSIENTS 
IF (NXSW.EQ.l) GO TO 430 
C BY PASS R6 IF NNXFC LESS THEhi 6 Y6C=UGL0T 
«.-..r,v/,ruKf 4, b-Nuv-iyHY iJi : " i JZI ,7« Paqc 10 
I F ( N N X F C , L T , 6 ) GO TO 4 1 5 
)f6CBA6*UGL0T + B 6 * y i j 6 l C + C5'f lfLb2C 
yL62CaYL61C 
YL61CfiY6C 
C BY PASS RS I F ") JPXC LKSS TuM 5 
4 1 5 Y5C=YbC 




4 1 6 Y 4 C = A 4 * V b C + n 4 * y L 4 l C + C 4 * Y L 4 2C 
Yr,42C=YI,4JC 
^ i t 4 i C B Y 4 C 
Y 3 C = A 3 * Y 4 C + ' i 3 * y I . 3 l C + C 3 * T L 3 2 C 
YL32C=YL31C 
Yr 3 t C = Y 3 r 
Y2C = A2*Y3C + H2*YL21C"t 'C2*YL?2C 
YL22CSYL21C 
Y L21Cs Y ?C 
Y l C = A l * y ? C + i a * Y L l l C + C l ' i = Y L 1 2 C 
Y b l 7 C = Y L l l C 
Y L 1 I C s Y 1 C 
C NASAL ZEKiJ PAIR RrJZ: 
4 2 0 YZC=AN2*Y1C + BNZ*YLN2,1C+CN2;*YLNZ2C 
YL* 71C — Y l f 
C MASAI, RLSUf.'ATOR R'^P : 
YPC=At>'P*YZC + B;'Jp*YLNPlC + CNF*YLNP2C 
Y I . K P 2 C = Y L ' ^ P 1 C 
Yf-*'FlCs:YPC 
ULIPSV=YPC 
C Zt.RO OUT VOICIwn I^iPUT TO PARALLEL BRANCH 
C I F CASCADE BRANCH HAS BEEf USF.D 
4 2 5 UGLOTsO, 
UGLOTI,=0, 
C SF' .U VOICINc; AND FRICTION NOISE THRU PARALLEL RESONATORS 
C I^Ct<EME!lT RESf>^JATUKS AMPLITUEDS GRADUALLY 
4 3 0 COfTINUE 
C F I R S T PAR'\Lf,FL FORMAT R l ' C E X C I T E D RY VOICING ONLY) 
y i P = A l * A l P A R * U G L a T + H l * y L l l P + C l * Y L 1 2 P 
Y L l ? P s : Y I , l l P 
Y L l l P s Y l F 
C 'ASAL P( L.'C Hi: ' ( E X C I T E D BY F I R S T D I F F OF VOICING SOURCE) 
l i G L O l l s l GI.Ot-UGLOTL 
UGLC>TL = l GLDT 
Y =A^-P*A' PAR«nGLnTl-tRHP*YLNPl+C-lP*YL.MP2 
YI. . P ? = YL*^PJ 
YO'^PlsY'^ 
C E X C I l t FUHI..4TS R 2 ' - R 4 ' .iflTII FRICTIUfI I .OISE PLUSE 
C F I R S T D I F F VOICING 
Y 2 P = A ? * A 2 P A H * C u F R I C + U G L 0 T n + B 2 * Y L 2 1 P + C 2 * Y L 2 2 P 
Y L 2 2 P s y L ? l l ' 
YLP1 P J S Y ? P 
¥ 3 P = A i * A 3 P A R * ( u F R I C + U G L U T n + B 3 * Y L 3 1 P + r 3 * Y L 3 2 P 
YL32P=YL31P 
YL31 Ps:Y3P 
Y4P = A 4 * A 4 P A P * ( u F r t I C + UGLl)Tl) + H4*YL41P + C 4 * Y L 4 2 P 
YL42P=:YL41P 
YL41P=Y4P 
C KXCITE FORMAT p F S ^ ' A T O R K S ' - H 6 ' ^'JlT' FRIC N'OISE 
Y')P=A5*A5PAW*uFRTC + i^5*YL51P+C5*YLH2P 
YL52P=YL51P 
Y L 5 t P = Y 5 P 
Y6P5Ab*AfcPAW*(lFRIC + n6*YL61P+C6*YLfo2P 
YLf.2P = Y L b l P 
y L 6 1 P = Y b P 
C ADD UP O i n " U T FRO*! Rr" ,R l . -R6 AhJD BY PASS PATH • 
Uf . IPSF = Y l P - Y 2 P + Y 3 P - Y 4 P + Y 5 P - y 6 P + Yi'l-Af PAR*UFRIC 
4 4 0 C ' lMTI 'DE 
U L I P S = ( U H P S V + 1 'LIPSF + S T E P ) * ( 1 7 0 , ) 
C ADD CASCADE A-ip P)\RALLEL VOCAL TRACT OUT PUTS 
C (SCAL BY 1 7 a TO LE^T J U S T I F Y IN I h - P l T v^ORD) 
S T E P = , 9 « » b * S T F P 
C FII.'D Cd'- 'AL^TIV AbSOL "AX OF fAVR FCR'I SINCE H F G I M I I M G OF UTl 
5U0 I F d l L I P S . G T . O I ' T i ' . A ) fUlTf A = n L I P S 
I F C - U L I P S , G T , n u T f ' A ) OUT ^A = - I J L I P S 
C T R U N C A T F >JAVK Ff R'1 SAMPLES TO AfiS C'AVMA) 
IFCUL1PS,LF.FL0AT(WAV-'A)) Gr TO •=> 10 
ULIPSsFLOAT (wAVf'A) 
510 IF(ULIP5,GE,FL0AT((^AVMAX)) GL TO ')2(> 




END C SET ABC,FUR 
.7v. .H.»,ruKfi f ) - N o v - l 9 8 7 2 1 : ^ 1 : 2 1 , 7 8 P a q e 11 
INTEGER F.FB ^ ,,^^., 
C F^EPLACE BY RaEXPTaHCFfO HIR FASTKH EXKCUTlOfl 
RsEXPC-PlTtFLOATCKH)) 
Cts-R*R 
C HhPLACE bYsCOSTAf-UF) FOR FAtiTKR EXECUTION 
B = 2,*H*CaSCTvMnpTT*' 'T,( )AT(F) ) 
A a l , - F 3 - C 
6 2 0 C ' M T I l U K 
C I F F I S f-(IM',S r f ' - 'PUT A,A,C FbR A ?.EKU PAIR 
IFCF.GE. fOKhlTHR' i 
I K ( A , f - ; . } , 0 ) A = l 
630 A = l , / A 
C=-A*C 
RfTf lRl , 
2 u 
C G^:rA«P,V OK SUAU 
C CO',VERT DH ATTfcjNliATION (FROM 96 TO - -T?) TO A LIftEAH SCAL FACTOR 
C CTRIINCATE I F OUTSIDE KAiJGE) 
Fi^'- 'CTin.. G F T A I ' P C H D ' ^ ) 
c 
DI'iENSIUiv LiTAHLE(in,STABLEC28) 














GETAMP=XX1*XX2 fifiO r*n i T T f J U F 



































































































































Fl F2 F3 
5 802 1220 2202 
800 1200 2200 0 0 
800 120u 2200 0 0 
800 1200 2200 0 0 
800 1200 2200 0 0 
800 1200 2200 0 u 
00 1200 2200 0 0 
800 1200 2200 0 0 
00 1200 2200 0 0 
F4 
0 
A >P..NDI i-1 
,. M i l o f control p«r»m«UM for th« (»oftwa*«rorra«Bi ,yBthe»it,r. Th« MMwd 
cotunjt ladlcute* whether the parttnaiur i i nortnolly maitaDt (C) or varUUla (V) dtrrlni th« 
•ynthottt of Kpgllsh Bentencet Al«o listed ere the permitted range of vtluek for •tohperem-
dter, and « typirnl conitunt value. 





















































































































Amplitude of voicing (dB) 
Amplitude of frlcBtton (dB) 
Amplitude of naplratlon (dD) 
Amplitude of elmisoldiil voicing (dB) 
t'uiiil.imoDla] froi). of VOICIUK IUZ) 
First formant frequency O'';) 
Sec i^Dii formant trequeooy (lit) 
Third formHnt frMiuonoy (II«) 
Fourth formtmf (rfqui-noy (lU) 
Ntiaiil «ero Irequoncy (flz) 
Natal forniAnt amplitude (dB) 
FIrat fonnant amplitude (dU) 
SccumI formant amplitude (clB) 
Third formant amplitude (dU) 
Fourth formant amplitude (dD> 
Fifth formant amplitude (dB) 
SUth formant amplitude (dU) 
Bypafls path amplitude (dU) 
KIrat formant bandwidth 01z) 
Second formnnt bundwkltli OUI 
Third formant bandwidth (lU) 
Caacade/parallel switch 
Glottal resonator \ frequoacy (tit) 
Oluttal resonator 1 bandwidth ())c> 
Olotlat zero frequency (Ht) 
Glottal tero bandwidth (Hr) 
Fourth formant bandwidth Ols) 
Fifth formant frequency (Ht) 
Fifth formnnt bandwidth (H») 
Sixth formant frequency (lU) 
Sixth formant bandwidth (Ht) 
Nasal pole frequency (lU) 
NasHl pole bandwidth (Bz) 
Nasal rero bandwidth (lit) 
Clotlal resonator 2 bandwidth 
SamplICK rate 
Number of waveform samples per chutik 
Overall gain control (dB) 
Number of cascaded formaota 
Mta 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
180 
BOO 
ISOO 
esoo 
200 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
40 
40 
40 
0(CASC) 
0 
100 
s 
too 
100' 
3M0 
150 
4000 
too 
200 
SO 
SO 
100 
sooo 
Ut 1 
0 
4 
Max 
80 
80 
M 
80 
600 
800 
I son 
3&UU 
4SO0 
TOO 
80 
80 
80 
80 
to 
80 
80 
80 
600 
600 
600 
t(PARA) 
800 
2000 
8000 
BOOO 
600 
4900 
700 
4»t9 
2^00 
600 
600 
600 
1000 
2OU00 
aoo 
W 
< 
Typ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
480 
1480 
2480 
S30Q 
260 
0 
0 ' 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
60 
70 
110 
0 
0 
100 
IftOO 
BOOO 
t&O 
37SO 
300 
4000 
1000 
160 
100 
100 
200 
10 000 
80 
4T 
8 
